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This research addresses the problem of automatic keyphrase extraction from 

large documents and back of the book indexing. The potential benefits of automating 

this process are far reaching, from improving information retrieval in digital libraries, to 

saving countless man-hours by helping professional indexers creating back of the book 

indexes. 

The dissertation introduces a new methodology to evaluate automated systems, 

which allows for a detailed, comparative analysis of several techniques for keyphrase 

extraction. We introduce and evaluate both supervised and unsupervised techniques, 

designed to balance the resource requirements of an automated system and the best 

achievable performance. 

Additionally, a number of novel features are proposed, including a statistical 

informativeness measure based on chi statistics; an encyclopedic feature that taps into 

the vast knowledge base of Wikipedia to establish the likelihood of a phrase referring to 

an informative concept; and a linguistic feature based on sophisticated semantic 

analysis of the text using current theories of discourse comprehension. 

The resulting keyphrase extraction system is shown to outperform the current 

state of the art in supervised keyphrase extraction by a large margin. Moreover, a fully 

automated back of the book indexing system based on the keyphrase extraction system 

was shown to lead to back of the book indexes closely resembling those created by 

human experts. 
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CHAPTER 1INTRODUCTIONOrganizing information in a matter that failitates aess to it is no easy task and hasdrawn the attention of sholars sine the apparition of written knowledge. Perhaps it allstarted with the Romans labeling their papyrus srolls with little paper slips alled index.These indexes ontained the summary of the ontents of a doument, thus saving the e�ortof having to unroll a library worth of srolls when looking for a piee of information. Thisearly indexing tehnology slowly evolved into the muh more ompliated information retrievalsystems we see today. In the library world almost all indexing mehanisms to this day rely onkeywords or subjet headings assigned to the douments by trained professionals to enableontent based retrieval of douments. But that is only the surfae of where and why weuse keywords. Even if one found a doument of interest, say a book of a somewhat thikerstature, �nding an exat piee of information an be a puzzling problem unless a bak of thebook index is on hand.Reently, with the fast evolution of digital libraries and online book olletions, suh as theGutenberg1 or the Google Books Projet2 it seemed that the solution for the searh problemwould be full text indexing. In the ase of a retrieval system based on full text indexing, givena set of words as a query, the system generally returns all the douments that ontain thequery terms. Although this serves well most of the searh tasks, it does not support all typesof user information need. Full text indexing prohibits the possibility to "browse" semanti orthemati ategories of douments. In a keyword based indexing environment (just like in thease of subjet headings in a traditional library), one is presented with a set of keywords for1http://www.gutenberg.org/2http://books.google.om/ 1



a doument and an shift the diretion of the searh by hoosing some keywords and lookingup other douments where these were found to be important. A similar system is alreadyin use by the Amazon3 online book vendor. Furthermore, it has been suggested that fulltext indexing systems for books with the urrent ranking methods do not provide adequateperformane on large douments.Another important property of a set of keywords is that it an provide a quik overviewof the ontent of a doument. This allows the user to assess the amount and topi ofinformation overed in a doument or a book, without having to sift through the wholeontent. This ability of a keyword set to represent the ontent in a ompat form an beused not only in searh and retrieval appliations but also in lassi�ation and lustering. Ithas also been suggested that bak of the book indexes an be used to build domain ontologies[11℄.Possibly the greatest disadvantage of keywords in modern information retrieval is that tothis day they are extrated by human experts due to the general unreliability of automatedsystems. An aurate automated system has tremendous potential not only in serving asan aid for professional indexers, but also as an end-to-end extration system for informationretrieval solutions. Some automated systems already showed improvements in digital librarysearh [14℄. Considering that the performane of the state of the art in keyphrase extrationis still somewhat low, I believe that there is a great prospet in this diretion for furtherimprovements.1.1. Automated Keyphrase ExtrationThis dissertation fouses on the development of tehniques for keyphrase extration fromlarge douments and their appliation to the development of an automated bak of the bookindexing system.The researh onentrates on four fundamental questions:3http://amazon.om/ 2



i) What are the hallenges assoiated with keyphrase extration on very long do-uments?Existing keyphrase extration tehniques were developed for, and tested on short dou-ments. The dissertation explores the hallenges assoiated with the appliation of keyphraseextration to very long douments and the use of these tehniques for bak of the book in-dexing. Spei�ally, it investigates the reation of a data set for the evaluation of keyphraseextration on large douments and proposes an evaluation methodology. Furthermore, itinvestigates eah of the two main stages of the keyphrase extration method: andidateextration and andidate ranking.Both supervised and unsupervised methods have been developed. The reasoning is thatin some appliations (e.g. Digital Libraries) keyphrase extration is applied on doumentsfrom various domains and languages. In this situation it is unfeasible to develop supervisedsystems sine they are language and domain dependent and require large amounts of trainingdata, whih are not likely to be available. On the other hand, ertain appliations (e.g. bakof the book indexing) require highly aurate systems. In this ase supervised systems arepreferable sine they have a history of higher preision.The supervised system is trained on a olletion of books and their bak of the bookindexes to learn the task of automatially extrating keywords. I experimented with a numberof di�erent learning shemes to �nd the ones most suitable for the keyphrase extration task.Di�erent methods were devised to meaningfully redue the size of the training data and tobalane the ratio of positive and negative examples to make it feasible for mahine learning.ii) What is the role played by di�erent information theoreti and linguisti features?Both the supervised and unsupervised methods require a deep analysis of the nature ofkeywords in order to disover the properties a�eting their quality. In other words, we have todisover what makes a "good" keyword. This dissertation investigates �ve lasses of featuresdesribed in detail in Setion 3.5.2 and Setion 6.2:3



� Informativeness features. This lass inludes features that aim to measure theimportane of a phrase in the book. I implement several measures proposed inprevious work, and propose a novel approah based on �2 independene.� Phraseness. I investigate the e�et of the oherene of the omponents of a phraseto its likelihood of being a keyphrase.� Linguisti features. I analyse the linguisti properties of keyphrases and develop afeature that uses the part of speeh of the omponents of a phrase to help distinguishgood keyphrases.� Thesaurus / enylopedi information. I use the Wikipedia online enylopedia toreate a thesaurus and use the Wikipedia annotations to develop a feature thatmeasures the likelihood of a phrase representing an important onept.� Disourse omprehension based features. I develop a number of features basedon the onstrution-integration theory of human omprehension, whih provide adeeper semanti analysis, similar to the way humans read and understand text.In both the unsupervised and supervised systems we experiment with ombinations ofthe aforementioned features, and analyse the impat and importane of eah feature in aombined sheme.iii) What is the role played by supervision in the quality of keyphrase extration andbak of the book indexing?The dissertation ompares the performane of supervised and unsupervised systems. Fur-thermore, it analyses the e�ets of the amount of training data with regards to the aurayof di�erent supervised systems. The learning urves of di�erent mahine learning algorithmsare analysed in order to establish the relations between their performane and the amount oftraining data available.iv) Can tehniques for keyphrase extration be used to develop a fully automatedbak of the book indexing system? 4



I develop a fully automated bak of the book indexing system, whih uses my supervisedkeyphrase extration tehnique to extrat bak of the book index entries. I also develop away to automatially generate inversions of the extrated index entries, whih are designedto failitate the searh for a given entry within the index.The bak of the book indexing system is evaluated both by omparing its output to theindexes of the books in our test olletions, as well as by manually validating the generatedindex with the help of an indexing professional.1.2. Thesis OverviewThe dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I review the existing literature re-lated to the problem of keyphrase extration and present the state of the art both in supervisedand unsupervised methods. In Chapter 3, I elaborate on the relation between bak of the bookindexing and keyphrase extration, present my own methodology for reating a test orpusand the evaluation metris used to assess the performane of automated extration systems.Furthermore, I present the framework of my automated keyphrase extration methods, iden-tifying separable omponents whih are ommon between both supervised and unsupervisedsystems, suh as andidate extration, and post-proessing tehniques. In Chapter 4, thedetails and the performane of my unsupervised keyphrase extration system are presented.In Chapter 5, I present the onstrution-integration theory of human omprehension, and anew keyphrase extration method based on it. The supervised method and it's evaluationare presented in the Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, I present a fully automated bak of the bookindexing system and it's evaluation with the help of an indexing expert. Finally, I �nish thedissertation with several onluding remarks.
5



CHAPTER 2RELATED WORKMy �rst researh question is related to keyphrase extration and its appliability to longerdouments, hene I start the review of existing work with a synthesis of methods that havebeen employed to solve this task. Later I will show how keyphrase extration has been utilizedin information retrieval appliations.Extrating keyphrases from a doument may serve di�erent purposes but in general thegoal is to reate a dense summary of the text by assigning a set of terms or phrases thatgive a good overview of the doument ontent. There are two ways of delivering a setof keyphrases relevant to a doument: keyword assignment and keyphrase extration. Theformer is a method where a seleted keyword is not required to be present in the doumentitself. As an example onsider an artile explaining a novel part of speeh tagging method. Inthis ase the phrase "Natural Language Proessing" is a good keyword and might be assignedto the doument, even though it has never appeared in the original text. Keyword assignmentan be further broken down into ontrolled- and unontrolled-voabulary keyword assignment.In the ase of a ontrolled voabulary, a prede�ned set of keywords exists, generally in theform of a domain ontology, that an be used to selet keywords to be assigned. This ismore akin to a lassi�ation problem, where several labels (keywords) representing lassesare assigned to a doument.In the ase of keyphrase extration, all the keywords have to appear at least one in theoriginal doument. This is a more feasible approah for automated systems. Aordingly,most previous work foused on this approah. Several authors have also pointed out thathuman experts tend to assign keywords that are present in the doument, further suggestingthe use of extrative methods. The proportion of human-assigned keywords in a doument6



varies aross di�erent olletions: [17℄ reports 76.2%, [55℄ reports 75% of the keywords beingpresent.Keyphrase extration an be employed in a variety of appliations suh as replaing fulltext indexing of large text olletions. A keyword based index an failitate the browsing ofdigital libraries [14℄ or help the user �nd relevant information by serving as a dense summaryof eah doument. Keyphrase extration may be useful in doument lassi�ation, or anbe employed in the automati generation of "bak of the book" indexes. Reent work onkeyphrase extration has foused primarily on supervised tehniques, therefore I start with anoverview of this approah and then present several unsupervised methods.2.1. Supervised Keyphrase ExtrationAll the supervised keyphrase extration methods that have been developed to date appearto share a ommon framework: they start with a preproessing step that handles the extra-tion and �ltering of andidate phrases, followed by the atual ranking of the keywords usinga set of ontextual features and a standard mahine learning algorithm. The last phase isthe post-proessing whih inludes several transformations and improvements on the result-ing keyword set. Figure 2.1 shows a oneptual diagram of the omponents of a supervisedsystem.2.1.1. Preproessing and Candidate Phrase ExtrationIn some ases, the preproessing stage performs several transformations on the input dataset, suh as stemming or lemmatisation, hanging the apital letters into lower ase (asefolding) among others. When stemming or lemmatisation is performed, the original surfaeforms of the terms are stored for later restoration.The andidate phrases are extrated typially using one of the following three methods:(i) N-grams: all the possible n-grams are extrated from the doument, usually to thelevel of trigrams [12℄, sine they aount for approximately 90% of the keyphrases.7
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Figure 2.1: Supervised keyphrase extration system framework.
(ii) Np-hunks: a syntati parser is employed to �nd noun phrase hunks in the dou-ment. As reported, using np-hunks typially inreases preision but dereases reall,or in other words, the extrated andidates are more likely to be keyphrases than inthe ase of the n-gram approah. Overall this tehnique will �nd a smaller numberof possible keyphrases than the n-gram tehnique. When optimising for preision,this is the method of hoie.(iii) Syntati patterns: a part-of-speeh tagger is used to label all the words in thedoument, and andidate phrases are extrated aording to a prede�ned set ofpart-of-speeh patterns. Hulth [16, 17℄ reports the use of 56 patterns.A number of authors have also proposed several �ltering methods to eliminate some andidatephrases based on the presene of stopwords at the beginning or end of an n-gram [12℄ or anoun phrase hunk [17℄. 8



2.1.2. Evaluating Candidate PhrasesThe most important step in supervised keyphrase extration is the ranking of the ex-trated phrases, whih is typially done via a mahine learning method. Di�erent authorsuse a variety of di�erent methods. Turney [55℄ evaluates two methods, a "general purpose"deision tree indution algorithm (C4.5) and GenEx, whih is the author's own, task spe-i� algorithm. The latter algorithm is omposed of a non-supervised keyphrase extrationalgorithm (Extrator) and a geneti algorithm, whih tunes the 12 parameters of Extrator.The KEA system [12, 62℄ uses a Naive Bayes lassi�er to estimate the probability ofa term being a keyphrase. The top ranking N phrases are seleted. This method is quitepowerful both in terms of eÆieny and auray.Hulth [17℄ uses rule indution, and proposes some improvements of the method withbagging and boosting. Both bagging and boosting exploit the idea of reating an ensemblesystem, omposed of a number of lassi�ers, all trained on a (randomly reated) subset ofthe training data. The results are then ombined via a voting mehanism.Similarly to the variety shown in the hoie of the mahine learning algorithm, urrentkeyword extration methods employ a large number of features:(i) Tf*idf: A weighting fator based on term frequeny inverse doument frequenyfeature, as de�ned in information retrieval. It appears to be the most important andmost powerful feature to date [12, 62, 54℄.(ii) Tf and idf: Sometimes term frequeny and inverse doument frequeny are notombined, thus allowing the learning algorithm to eventually improve on the tf*idfombination of the two features [17℄.(iii) Distane: The distane of the phrase from the beginning of the doument (usuallymeasured by the number of individual words preeding the andidate phrase) [55,54, 12℄. It proved to be useful in the ase of short douments, espeially sienti�artiles. 9



(iv) Part of speeh pattern: Hulth [17℄ reports a great improvement by using the POSpattern of the andidate phrase as a feature.(v) Length: The length of the andidate phrase. The distribution by length of thehuman expert assigned keywords, as reported by [17℄, shows that 13.7% of thehuman assigned keyphrases ontain a single term, 51.8% ontain two terms, and25.4% ontain three terms. Turney [55℄ used the length feature at a harater level,and alulated it as a normalised value obtained by dividing the number of haratersof the andidate phrase by the average length of all andidate phrases.(vi) Features onerning stemmed forms: As mentioned, several authors performstemming in the preproessing phase. In this ase, usually the frequenies of thestemmed and surfae word forms are treated as separate features.(vii) Syntati elements: Turney [55℄ uses binary features showing the presene of anadjetive at the end of the phrase, or the presene of a ommon verb anywhere inthe phrase.(viii) Domain spei� features: Hulth [18℄ points out the importane of inorporatingdomain spei� information (when available). They use a domain spei�, hierar-hial thesaurus, and use features referring to the presene of neighboring terms inthe hierarhial struture of the thesaurus (siblings, parents, hildren). They reportan almost spetaular jump in reall due to the domain spei� feature (from 0.64to 0.94). We have to mention, however, that the thesaurus used was one reatedfor a small domain (Swedish parliamentary texts) and for human keyword indexers,in order to maintain onsisteny of the indexing. This kind of a thesaurus is rarelyavailable.(ix) Coherene feature: [54℄ introdues a new feature based on the hypothesis thatandidates that are semantially related to one another tend to be better keyphrases.The semanti relatedness of the andidate terms is measured based on statistial10



assoiation alulated using point-wise mutual information (PMI) and a web searhengine.2.1.3. Post ProessingThe post proessing phase, if present, attempts to improve the quality of the extratedkeyphrase set by the use of several heuristi �lters, suh as eliminating sub-phrases of a higherranking phrase. Restoring the surfae form of the stemmed andidates is also performed atthis stage and the surfae with the highest frequeny is hosen.2.1.4. Performane of Supervised Keyphrase ExtrationComparing the performane of the di�erent methods is hallenging, sine the test olle-tions are usually di�erent, and the evaluation methods vary as well. Comparisons are oftenperformed against a keyphrase set assigned by a human expert, or by using human expertsto give aeptability judgments on the resulting keyphrases. Hulth [17℄ reports an F mea-sure of 41.4% (Preision 33.0%, Reall 55.6%) for the best system, omparing the obtainedkeyphrase set against human expert assigned keywords on a orpus ontaining sienti� artileabstrats. Gutwin [14℄ reports an F measure of 23.0%, also alulated based on author as-signed keywords, but on a olletion of full length omputer siene tehnial reports (whihis a harder task than extrating keywords from abstrats). Turney [55℄ reports a preisionaround 25%, over a large and varied olletion. He also performed an evaluation with thehelp of human experts and their aeptability judgments regarding eah of the extratedkeyphrases. In this evaluation human experts were asked to mark eah keyword as "good","bad" or leave it unrated. In this evaluation 62% of the extrated keywords were markedas "good". Considering all non "bad" rated keywords as aeptable his method ahieved an82% aeptability rate, whih ontrasted with the below 30% preision rate highlights oneof the diÆulties of keyphrase extration, namely the subjetivity of human experts whenassigning keywords. 11



2.2. Unsupervised MethodsThere are two distinguishable groups of unsupervised keyphrase extration tehniques.The �rst group relies on a large orpus to derive the importane of a term in a partiulardoument by observing its frequeny in the orpus and the doument to be analysed. Theseond group of methods uses nothing but the doument at hand, and analyses the o-ourrene patterns of its ontent words to determine their importane in the doument.2.2.1. Corpus Based MethodsThe method proposed by van der Plas in [57℄ extrats a set of andidate terms (onlynouns), and ranks them aording to their relative frequeny ratio (RFR), whih in fatis very similar to tf*idf. Only terms with sores higher than a given threshold are kept.Next all terms are assoiated with WordNet [10℄ synsets, or alternatively EDR onepts.WordNet is a large English lexial database, where synonymous words are grouped into setstermed synsets.The synsets are related to eah other via a number of relations, inludingIS-A, hypernimy, hyponimy, et. EDR is an English Japanese mahine readable ditionary.EDR also ontains a onept ditionary omposed of 488,732 onepts and it links eahditionary word to one or more onepts that it may refer to. The hierarhial strutureof the two lexial resoures allows the use of the Leaok an Chodorow [27℄ measure toalulate the pairwise semanti similarity between all the andidate terms. The LeaokChodorow measure onsists of alulating the length of the shortest path between the twoonepts in the onept hierarhy, saled by the maximal depth of the hierarhy. A singlelink lustering is performed on the andidate set, based on the obtained similarity sores.Then for every luster a luster level sore, and for every term a onept level sore arealulated. The luster level sore has two omponents, measuring the "oherene" of theluster (based on the pairwise similarities) and the overall "importane" of the luster (basedon the RFR sores). In a similar manner, inside the luster a onept level sore is alulated.The ranking of the andidates is done �rst by the luster and then by the onept level sore.12



The underlying idea of the method is similar to that presented in [54℄, namely that andidatephrases that are semantially related tend to be better keywords. The results of the methodshow lear improvement on the RFR sore based baseline ranking.Tomokyo presents a language model method for keyphrase extration [52℄. The methodis intended to extrat the keyphrases not from a single doument, but from a larger olletionof douments, providing a set of "indiative phrases" for a partiular domain. This methodis of partiular interest to us sine it was originally designed to deal with larger bodies oftext, unlike other methods that fous on shorter douments. Tomokyo's method makesuse of two doument olletions, alled a "bakground" and "foreground" orpus. Thelatter is the target set (from whih we extrat the keywords). The authors build n-gramlanguage models both for the foreground and bakground orpora. The goal is to be ableto measure the informativeness and phraseness of phrases of the foreground orpus. Thephraseness is de�ned as the Kullbak-Liebler (KL) divergene of the foreground unigramlanguage model and the foreground n-gram model. This represents the amount of informationloss by assuming the independene of the omponent terms of an n-gram (or in other wordsusing a unigram model instead of the n-gram). The informativeness is alulated based onthe KL divergene of the foreground and bakground models. One the informativeness andphraseness of the andidate phrases are de�ned they an be ombined into a uni�ed sore(e.g. sum), and the andidates an be ordered.2.2.2. Corpus Free MethodsMihalea and Tarau [32℄ presented a graph based method that makes use only of the targetdoument to extrat keywords. This approah aims at determining the global importane ofa term in a given doument by building a graph representation of the text. It uses a variationof the PageRank [42℄ algorithm to alulate the entrality of a word in the obtained graph.The verties are the words of the text, and a link is added between two verties if they o-our anywhere in the doument within a window of two words. The words with the highest13



entrality sore are then seleted as keywords. Longer keyphrases are formed by ollapsingseleted keywords that appeared onseutively in the original doument. The method wasdiretly ompared to the supervised method of Hulth - and was found to outperform itsigni�antly. This is even more impressive onsidering the orpus-free and unsupervised natureof the approah.Matsuo [31℄ presented another orpus-free method that anayses the distribution of wordswith respet to the most frequent non-stopwords. First the authors take the top 30% mostfrequent nouns and verbs of the text and luster them into groups somewhat resemblingsemanti lasses. The similarity metri used in the lustering proess is either the Jensen-Shannon divergene (for distributional similarity of terms) or information gain based on sen-tene oourrenes. Then a �2 independene test is used to �nd words that oour withthe obtained lasses at a higher rate than expeted by hane. This bias in distribution ispereived as an indiation that the word plays an important role in the doument. The au-thors also present an evaluation methodology involving human experts, and show that theirmethod provides results omparable to, but not higher than a simple tf*idf based method.2.3. Keyphrase Extration and Information RetrievalAs I mentioned in the introdution, full text indexing based information retrieval systemsan not provide adequate solutions for several types of user information need. One of themost severe shortomings is the lak of support for browsing. In this information needsenario the user does not know beforehand the exat spei�ations of the information itseeks, rather the information need evolves through the proess of searhing. The browsingproess is haraterized by a user who starts with a general query regarding a topi and viaquery rewrites gradually re�nes his or her searh. This involves examining the ontent of thedouments to obtain enough information to re�ne the next query.In order to alleviate this problem, Gutwin et al. [14℄ proposed a keyphrase based indexingsystem. They used the KEA [62℄ keyphrase extration system to extrat keywords from14



26,000 douments, part of the Computer Siene Tehnial Reports olletion of the NewZealand Digital Library (NZDL). A keyphrase based indexing system (KeyPhind) was builtwith a novel interfae. When a user issues a query, instead of retrieving the doumentsontaining the query, the system retrieves the keywords ontaining the query terms. Thisgives the possibility of narrowing down the searh by seleting relevant keyphrases. Onethe user hooses a phrase the system retrieves all douments where it was seleted as akeyphrase. In order to further support the exploratory searh, a list of keyphrases appearingin the retrieved douments is also presented (ordered by their frequeny). Thus the user annavigate in the doument olletion based on the related keywords in the seleted topi.In order to assess the performane of the proposed system the authors onduted ausability study. They asked 10 volunteers to perform prede�ned searh tasks, namely assessingthe overage of the olletion regarding a partiular topi and �nding douments relevant toa topi. They reated two searh senarios and asked all partiipants to solve both searhproblems. In the �rst senario the user is given a query referring to a generi topi (e.g."omputer graphis" ) and is asked to name three subdomains that are well represented inthe olletion (e.g. "ray traing" and "virtual reality"). In the seond task the user is askedto hoose any topi and retrieve relevant douments. Sine the users were omputer sienestudents and the hosen topi was their researh area they an be onsidered as experts forthe task.The users were asked to perform the same tasks using a traditional full text indexingsystem (the retrieval system used in NZDL) and KeyPhind. Upon ompleting the tasks the10 partiipants had to assess the ease of use and performane of eah system. For the�rst senario two queries were given (omputer graphis and planning). Cumulatively in 10ases the users found it easier to perform the task with KeyPhind in �ve ases they foundno di�erene and none of the users preferred the traditional indexing system (note that notall users were able to omplete all tasks). For the seond senario the users found it easier15



to perform the task with the keyphrase based system but also pointed out that they felt lesson�dent in �nding all relevant douments when ompared to the full text indexing system.They also reported that using the traditional system requires a lot more e�ort from the userto retrieve the same amount of douments.As a �nal onlusion seven out of ten users reported that they would like to have KeyPhindas a omplementary system but not as a omplete replaement. This shows the initialassumption that for ertain browsing tasks a keyphrase indexing system an be easier andmuh more eÆient, however, users feel less on�dent about the overage of the system.
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CHAPTER 3KEYPHRASE EXTRACTIONThe task of keyphrase extration is de�ned as a proess of extrating a small set of wordsand phrases that best desribe the ontent of a doument. The generality of the de�ni-tion already foreasts one of the major diÆulties of reating automati methods, namelythat keyphrase extration, when done by human experts is a highly subjetive proess. Theseletion of keywords is dependent upon the annotator pereiving them as "important."Automati keyphrase extration methods attempt to mimi human annotators as loselyas possible. Aording to this statement we an evaluate automati methods by omparingtheir output to keyword sets reated by human experts. Furthermore we an employ mahinelearning to disover the harateristis that represent a good keyword by analysing humanassigned keywords.In this hapter I will take a lose look at the relation between keyphrase extration andbak of the book indexing, mainly to show that the problems are analogous and that humanreated bak of the book indexes an be used as an evaluation orpus for keyphrase extrationon long douments. I will also de�ne the general framework of a keyphrase extration systemand present its omponents in detail.
3.1. The Bak of the Book IndexWhile there are several de�nitions of a bak of the book index, the most omplete andreent de�nition is perhaps the one provided in [47℄. Aording to this de�nition, the indexshould enumerate all the words or phrases that refer to information that will most probablybe sought by a reader. Spei�ally: 17



(i) an index is a guide to names, plaes, items, onepts in a doument or olletion ofdouments;(ii) the items or onepts in the index are arranged systematially, generally in alpha-betial order; and(iii) there are referenes to where eah of these items are loated in the doument ordouments.
The style of a bak of the book index has undergone several hanges during its longhistory, arriving to the urrent more or less standard appearane, where eah index entryontains the following two omponents [23℄: (1) a heading inluding the indexing word orphrase, and (2) one or more page referene numbers and/or ross referenes. The pagereferene number shows the page or pages where the information relevant to the entry isloated, while the ross-referene points to related entries, generally onsisting of a synonym(marked by \see ..."), or other topially related terms (marked by \see also..."). When thereare several entries referring to the same onept, they are usually ordered hierarhially underthe heading that desribes the shared onept.Figure 3.1 shows two sample snapshots from a bak of the book index, illustrating thestruture of index entries (headings, referenes, ross-referenes), the various types of indexentries (names of persons, loations, terminology, important onepts in the text), and thehierarhial organization.Index entries are often omposed of more than one word, whih results in ompoundheadings. Typially, for suh ompound headings, indexing guidelines indiate that the headword has to be listed �rst, mainly for the purpose of an alphabetial ordering, whih leads tothe so-alled inversion. As an example, onsider the indexing of illustrations entry shown inFigure 3.1, whih was hanged to illustrations, indexing of through the proess of inversion.The inversion an sometimes lead to hard-to-read headings like hildren, disabled, hospitals18



illustrations, indexing of,  108
   in newspaper indexes,  147
   in periodical indexes,  137
indexes,  399−430
   author title, 429, 444

   editing,  51
   first page, number of,  81
   indexes vs. indices,  129
   justified lines in,  424

   column width in, 423, 444

    Jeannette, the, xxix
    Johansen, Lieut., xxx, 132
    Jones, Cape, 557
    Kayaks, Nansen’s use of, xxxi
    Keltie Glacier, 358

    King Edward VII.’s Land, xxxiv, xlviii
    Kinsey, Mr. J. J., 48
    Knight, E. F., 12, 18

Jackson−Harmsworth Expedition, 216

    Killer whale. See Whale, killer

Figure 3.1: Examples of entries in a bak of the book index.for for the phrase hospitals for disabled hildren, and onsequently reent work on manualindexing has disouraged the overuse of inversion.Another important aspet of the index is its length. The literature usually de�nes thelength of an index as a ratio between the number of pages of the index and the number ofpages of the text. The length is typially a�eted by several fators, inluding the topi andspei�ity of the text. Less domain-spei� texts suh as hildren books or elementary shooltextbooks require indexes with a length aounting for about 1{3% of the length of the book,while highly speialized monographs on sienti� topis may require indexes with a length ofup to 15% of the text. History, biography and undergraduate textbook indexes are usuallywithin the 5{8% range.Finally, the ontent of the index, just like the length, also depends on the topi of the text.For instane, biographies tend to ontain a larger number of names of persons and loations,while sienti� books ontain more entries referring to tehnial onepts and terminology.3.2. Bak of the Book Indexing and Keyphrase ExtrationAs mentioned before, an index is typially omposed of names of persons or loations,terminology, and important onepts. Some of these index entries an be easily identi�edwith a name entity reognizer as for instane the one desribed in [36℄, whih automatiallylabels all entities that represent persons, loations, or organizations. The most diÆult part19



of the index is however represented by the so-alled important onepts, whih onsist ofwords or phrases that are neither person names, nor loations, and yet represent importantelements in the text. This is the part that is typially handled by the keyphrase extrationmethods that target the automati identi�ation of important onepts in a text.The task of automati generation of bak of the book indexes an be therefore de�ned asa ompound task onsisting of (1) identifying name entities and (2) extrating keyphrases,followed by a post-proessing stage that ombines the output of the two tasks in a way thatfollows the traditional indexing guidelines. Consequently, the indexing task an be aom-plished by using a keyphrase extration system augmented by a name entity reognizer.One should remember, however that not all name entities appearing in the text are goodindex terms. In ase of name entities the same tehniques have to be used as for identify-ing keyphrases in order to deide whether they should appear in the automatially generatedindex or not. Furthermore, name entities are not out of the sope of traditional keyphraseextration either, onsider the example of the biography of Albert Einstein without the key-word "Albert Einstein". This means that in the ase of bak of the book indexing the nameentity reognition is only augmenting the keyphrase extration proess and its sope is notorthogonal to it. In these terms we an onsider the problem of keyphrase extration on largedouments and that of bak of the book indexing analogous, therefore I will use these termsinterhangeably.3.3. Building an Evaluation Testbed for Keyphrase ExtrationThe �rst step in experimenting with keyphrase extration on large douments is the re-ation of an evaluation methodology in order to be able to measure the relative performaneof di�erent methods. The evaluation ould be arried out in two di�erent ways:� Using human experts to assess the quality of the produed keyword set. Humanassessment has been used earlier [55, 14℄ to evaluate automati systems on shorterdouments, in ase of books, however, it is infeasible. All the human experts have20



to be familiar with the ontent of the book - therefore it would be required thatall experts read all the books used in the evaluation and provide feedbak on theoutput of eah individual automati system. This approah is obviously not suitablefor development purposes as it is extremely laborious, ineÆient and expensive.� The seond approah is to hoose a larger set of books that already have a bakof the book index reated by human experts. We an onsider this as an ideal set,or gold standard, and ompare the output of my system against it. The loserthe output of a system approximates the gold standard, the better it is (rememberour statement that automati systems are expeted to mimi human annotators aslosely as possible). Sine the analogous nature of bak-of-the book indexing andkeyphrase extration have been presented, I onsider this approah appropriate formy experiments.In order to obtain the gold standard olletion, it is required to (1) identify a olletion ofbooks in eletroni format, and (2) devise a method to extrat their index entries in a formatthat an be used for automati evaluations.3.3.1. Colleting Books in Eletroni FormatCurrently one of the largest, freely available on-line olletion of eletroni books is theGutenberg projet1, built as a result of volunteer ontributors, and ontaining the eletroniversion of books that are in the publi domain.Projet Gutenberg ontains approximately 16,000 titles. Unfortunately very few of thesebooks ontain a bak of the book index, either beause they never had one, or beause theperson who ontributed the book deided not to inlude it. In order to �nd the books thatontained their bak of the book index we used a searh engine to identify those books in theGutenberg olletion that ontained keywords suh as index of ontent. Using an externalsearh engine ensured a ertain degree of topial randomness as well.1http://www.gutenberg.org 21



A problem with the books obtained in this way was that many douments overed topisin the �eld of humanities, while very few books were from the sienti�/tehnial domain.To ensure the presene of tehnial douments, I used the Gutenberg Projet searh engineto identify all the douments lassi�ed as siene or tehnology aording to the Libraryof Congress lassi�ation (LOCC) system, and manually extrated only those books thatontained an index. As a result, a total of 56 douments have been retrieved, out of whih26 had an LOCC lassi�ation. Many of the books in the olletion were published andindexed in the 19th entury. This means that their indexing style is obsolete - the entriesmostly onsist of long, expliative phrases rather than short, onise pointers to onepts.Due to the obsolete style I had to eliminate several books from the olletion, leaving mewith a total of 29 books. In the following I will refer to this olletion as the "Gutenbergorpus".3.3.2. Extrating Index EntriesOne one obtains a olletion of books in eletroni format, the next step is to extratthe index in a format that an be used for the evaluation of automatially onstruted bakof the book indexes.First, we separate the index from the main body of the doument. Next, sine the longterm goal is not referening but to devise methods for automati disovery of index entries,all page numbers and ross referenes are removed, as well as speial marks used by thetransriber, suh as the symbol \ " used to emphasize a text as in Institution name .One we have a andidate list of index entries, the next step is to lean them up andonvert them into a format suitable for automati evaluation. The �rst problem that I faed inthis proess was the inversion applied to ompound headings. As mentioned before, indexingguidelines suggest that the head word of an index phrase has to be listed �rst, to failitatethe searh by readers within the alphabetially ordered index. However, in order to measurethe performane of an automati system for index generation, the index entries have to be22



1 Aetate, of Ammonium Solution, Uses of uses of Aetate of Ammonium Solution2 Gold�nh, Amerian Amerian gold�nh3 Goose, Domesti domesti goose4 Cainozoi, term de�ned ainozoi term de�ned5 Frane, history of the use of subsidies in, history of the use of subsidies in Franethe navigation laws of, the navigation laws of Franeommerial treaty between England and, ommerial treaty betweenEngland and Franethe Merhant Marine At of, the Merhant Marine At of FraneTable 3.1: Examples of index entries and their reonstrutions.reonstruted in the form they are most likely to appear in the doument( if they appear atall). Starting with an index entry whose struture follows the standard indexing guidelines,we therefore try to reate an English phrase that is likely to be found in the doument.This reonstrution is sometimes very diÆult, sine human indexers do not strive to reategrammatially orret phrases. In some ases, even if we manage to orretly reorder theindex entry (e.g. list of modi�ers followed by head word), the resulting phrase may not bealways proper English, and therefore it is very likely that it will not be identi�ed by any indexingalgorithm.The reonstrution algorithm is based on the presene of prepositions. As shown in table3.1, the sequenes of the original srambled index entry are delimited by ommas into smallerunits. I devised several heuristis that an be used to reover the original order of theseomponents. In the ase of segments ontaining a prepositional phrase, the preposition is astrong lue about the plaement of the phrase relative to the head-phrase, e.g. the preseneof the prepositions to, in, for at the beginning of the phrase suggests that it should followthe head-phrase, whereas the prepositions as, from, of, among at the end of the phrasesuggests that it should preede the head (see for instane example 1 in table 3.1). Similarly,the position of the onjuntion and determines the plaement of the phrase that ontains it.23



When there are no prepositions or onjuntions, the reonstrution beomes more om-pliated. I was able, however, to identify several patterns that our fairly often, and usethese patterns in the reonstrution proess: (1) If the seond omponent is a modi�er of thehead-phrase (adjetive or adverb, or orresponding phrase) then it should be plaed beforethe head (see for instane examples 2 and 3 in table 3.1). (2) If the seond phrase ontainsan explanation referring to the head, or some additional information, then it should be plaedafter the phrase head. Note that the strutures orresponding to the seond pattern ansometimes lead to ungrammatial phrases, as for example the phrase 4 in table 3.1. In suhases, the phrase will be post-proessed using the �ltering step desribed below. Reon-struting the index entries based on the mentioned patterns is only a bak-o� solution forthe ases where no prepositions were found in the entry. I attempt to determine whih isthe most frequent pattern at the doument level (based on the number of the index entriesreonstruted using the seleted pattern and found in the doument), and use it throughoutthe index. This pattern seletion is individually arried out for every doument.The hierarhi strutures (see example 5 in table 3.1) are reonstruted by attahing thehead-phrase of the entry from the higher level to all its desendants. This results in a set ofompound entries, usually inverted, whih an be reonstruted using the heuristis desribedbefore.3.3.3. Index GranularityFollowing the example of other natural language proessing tasks that allow for di�erentlevels of granularity in their evaluation2, I deided to build gold standard indexes of di�erentgranularities. This deision was also supported by the fat that ompound index terms aresometimes hard to reonstrut, and thus di�erent reonstrution strategies pose di�erentlevels of diÆulty.2For instane, word sense disambiguation gold standards allow for the evaluation of systems that anperform either oarse-grained or �ne-grained disambiguation24



I deided to extrat two di�erent indexes for every text: (1) a short index, onsisting onlyof head phrases, whih allows to evaluate a system's ability to extrat a oarse-grained setof index entries; and (2) a long index, ontaining the full reonstruted index entries, whihorresponds to a more �ne-grained indexing strategy.As pointed out earlier, the reonstrution of the inverted ompound entries is fairly dif-�ult, therefore the �ne grained index will sometimes ontain ungrammatial phrases thatould never be found by any extration algorithm. Consequently, I deided to also reate athird, �ltered index, that exludes these ungrammatial phrases and allows me to measure asystem performane with a higher upper bound, meaning that a larger number of index entriesare present in the text and ould be potentially found by an automati indexing system. Iuse a simple �ltering method that measures the frequeny of eah index entry on the Web,as measured using the AltaVista searh engine. If the number of ourrenes is higher thana given threshold n, the phrase will be onsidered plausible. If the frequeny is below thethreshold, the entry is disarded. Finding a good value for the threshold n may be a diÆultissue, sine a large value will allow for the inlusion of longer phrases with small ourreneprobability, while a small value may let many inorret phrases slip through. In my experimentI use a value of n = 2, whih was empirially determined, and resulted in the elimination ofroughly 50% of the �ne grained entries.In order to allow omparative evaluation of bak of the book indexing systems to bedeveloped in the future, the proessed orpus was made available for download.3.3.4. Evaluation MetrisAnother important aspet that needs to be addressed in an evaluation framework is thehoie of metris to be used. Given a gold standard olletion of bak of the book indexes, theevaluation of an automati indexing system will onsist of a omparison of the automatiallyextrated set of index entries against the orret entries in the gold standard. I propose touse the traditional information retrieval metris, preision and reall. Preision measures the25



auray of the automatially extrated keyword set, as indiated by the ratio of the numberof orretly identi�ed entries and the total number of proposed entries. Reall is de�ned asthe ratio of the number of orretly identi�ed entries and the total number of orret entriesin the gold standard. preision = extrated and orretextratedreal l = extrated and orretorretIn addition, the F-measure ombines the preision and reall metris into a single formula:F �measure = 2 � preision � real lpreision + real l3.4. Building a Training CorpusAlthough the Gutenberg olletion is suitable for evaluation purposes, it is far too smallto be split into training and test data to support experiments on a supervised keyphraseextration system. A seond orpus needed to be onstruted, whih was obtained from theeSholarship Repository 3 of the University of California Press. In the following I will refer tothis olletion as the "UC Press" orpus. This orpus onsists of 289 books and monographs.The drawbak of this orpus is that it onsists of opyrighted material, therefore it annotbe redistributeed, e�etively prohibiting omparative evaluation with systems developed inthe future by other researh groups. Furthermore, the orpus is not as well balaned asthe Gutenberg olletion, onsisting almost exlusively of douments from the humanitiesdomain. This bias toward humanities makes this orpus less desirable for the evaluation ofa general purpose unsupervised system, nevertheless, for training and testing a supervisedsystem we onsider it suitable, with the remark that the resulting system will likely to beperforming better on douments from the humanities domain.3http://repositories.dlib.org/esholarship/ 26



The UC Press olletion was obtained in a reasonably well formatted and standardizedXML format, following the Text Enoding Initiative (TEI) reommendations. This made itsomewhat easier to separate the index from the body text. In order to extrat the index Ihad to use a similar proessing tehnique as in the ase of the Gutenberg olletion, however,sine I did not plan to make the UC press olletion as exible and as general purpose as theGutenberg olletion there were a few di�erenes in the proessing. Namely, I do not expetto use this orpus to evaluate generative systems (those that do not only extrat existingkeywords from the text but also generate new keywords or assign keywords from a prede�nedsubjet atalog), therefore do not strive to reonstrut index entries that do not appear in thebook. With this premise in mind, rather than using prepositions in eliminating inversion I usedan approah that generates eah permutation of the omposing words of eah index entry,looks up the frequeny of said permutation in the book, and hooses the one with the highestfrequeny as the orret reonstrution of the entry. The entries that are not present in thebook are preserved in their original ordering. A �ltered version is also generated, however inthis ase I use the book itself as a referene, therefore in the �ltered index I only keep thoseentries that appeared at least one.3.5. A Holisti View of Keyphrase Extration SystemsThis setion 2 presents the two main trends toward automati keyphrase extration -Supervised and Unsupervised. In my work I experiment with both types of systems. Most ofthe main omponents of keyphrase extration systems, like andidate extration as well asseveral soring methods are ommon between these two approahes. In the following setionI will give a holisti view of a keyphrase extration system and will provide details on theommonalities of the supervised and unsupervised approahes.My automated systems onsist of four main steps as shown on �gure 3.2. Both methodsstart by (1) employing a andidate extration step that provides a set of likely index entriesextrated from the original doument, followed by (2) the soring of eah extrated andidate27
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Figure 3.2: Holisti view of keyphrase extration systems.and (3) a ranking of the andidates that allows the systems to hoose the best andidates forthe �nal index. Note that the lak or presene of a mahine learning omponent in the thirdstep is mainly what makes the di�erene between a supervised and an unsupervised system.Finally, (4) the quality of the generated keyword set is improved by using several �lteringsteps that eliminate unlikely andidates. In the following setions, eah of these steps will bedesribed in detail.3.5.1. Candidate Extration and Filtering MethodsThe andidate extration stage has a dual purpose: to extrat the largest possible numberof phrases likely to appear in the index, and at the same time minimize the number ofinorretly proposed andidates. I implemented two of the most frequently used keyphraseextration methods previously proposed in the literature, and enhaned them with �lteringheuristis and a module for name entity reognition, as desribed below.The simplest and most widely used method is the N-gram approah, where all the possiblesequenes of N words in the text are extrated as andidates (throughout all our experiments,N = 1; 4). This typially leads to an extremely large number of entries, whih I �lter byapplying several restritions meant to redue the number of erroneous andidates, e.g. N-grams should not ross sentene boundaries, should not ontain puntuation, et.28



The seond method onsidered is a noun phrase hunks approah, whih has been used inthe past for keyphrase extration [16℄. The method relies on the empirial observation thatthe majority of the keyphrases onsist of a noun phrase. This extration method onsiderablyredues the size of the andidate set; the trade-o� however is that some good andidatesthat are not noun phrases are now missed. To implement this method, I use the shallowparser distributed with the freely available SNoW arhiteture [29℄.One of my earlier observations onerning the omposition of bak of the book indexeswas that a onsiderable amount of the entries in an index onsist of name entities [5℄. Thisprompted my proposal for the third andidate extration method that aounts for nameentities. Similar to the noun phrase approah, this method yields a less noisy andidate set,but it also misses a signi�ant number of potentially orret entries. In my experiments, thisandidate extration method was used with a dual role: in tandem with other extrationtehniques, or as a ranking feature. To reognize name entities, a supervised approah isused onsisting of the name entity reognition module inorporated in the LingPipe toolkit,4or, alternatively, using an unsupervised heuristi that detets sequenes of apitalized phrasesthat have not appeared before without apitalization. As I will show in later evaluations, thisheuristi method leads to results omparable to those obtained with the supervised nameentity reognition.3.5.1.1. Candidate Filtering. In addition to the impliit ability of some andidate ex-tration methods to eliminate sequenes of words unlikely to appear in the index, one ande�ne additional heuristis to further redue the size of the andidate set. In the ase of theN-grams, I use a heuristi that disards all the andidates that either begin or end with a stop-word or a ommon word.5 For the noun phrase hunks, instead of disarding the andidates,the leading and trailing stopwords are removed.4http://www.alias-i.om5I use the stopwords (25) and ommon words (530) distributed with the Smart systemftp://ftp.s.ornell.edu/pub/smart. 29



3.5.2. Candidate Soring MethodsThe soring of andidates means assigning a numerial sore representing the likelihoodof a andidate being a good keyphrase. These sores an be ombined and used diretlyfor ranking in an unsupervised system or an be used as features (joined by additional fea-tures) in a supervised one. Following [52℄, we distinguish between the phraseness and theinformativeness of a keyphrase.Phraseness refers to the degree to whih a sequene of words an be onsidered a phrase.I use it as a measure of lexial ohesion of the omponent terms and treat it as a olloationdisovery problem. Informativeness represents the degree to whih the keyphrase is represen-tative for the doument at hand, and it orrelates to the amount of information onveyedto the user. I attempt to extrat the phrases that maximize both the phraseness and theinformativeness properties, i.e. phrases that onvey the most information to the reader andat the same time are pereived as omplete oherent units.To measure the informativeness of a keyphrase, various methods an be employed, some ofwhih were previously proposed in the keyphrase extration literature, namely:� Tf*idf, whih is the traditional information retrieval metri [51℄, employed in mostexisting keyphrase extration appliations. I measure inverse doument frequenyusing the British National Corpus (BNC), a large balaned orpus of modern English.� Language model informativeness, whih was proposed in [52℄ as a way to disoverkeyphrases in a larger domain. While most of the other ranking methods were devel-oped for shorter douments, the language model approah was spei�ally designedfor large bodies of texts (olletion of douments from a single domain), and there-fore I also onsider it in the evaluation. Under this model, the informativeness of aphrase is alulated as a ombination of the probability of the phrase being observedin the book (foreground orpus) and in an unrelated olletion (bakground orpus),30



using the pointwise Kullbak-Liebler divergene measure of relative entropy [52℄:inflang(phrase) = pf g(phrase) log(pf g(phrase)pbg(phrase))� �2 independene test is a novel approah proposed by us and it measures the degreeto whih two events happen together more often than by hane. In this ase thistranslates into �nding if a phrase ours in the doument more frequently than itwould by hane. The information required for the �2 independene test an betypially summed up in a ontingeny table [28℄:ount(phrase in ount(all other phrasesdoument) in doument)ount(phrase in other ount(all other phrasesdouments) in all other douments)where e.g. ount(phrase in other douments) stands for the number of times agiven phrase appeared in a general orpus.The independene sore is alulated based on the observed (O) and expeted(E) ounts, as follows: �2 =∑i ;j (Oi ;j � Ei ;j)2Ei ;jwhere i ; j are the row and olumn indies of the ontingeny table. The observed(O) ounts are the ells of the table. The expeted ounts are alulated fromthe marginal probabilities (the sum of the values of a olumn or a row) onvertedinto proportions by dividing them with the total number of observed events (N).Formally, let N = O1;1 + O1;2 +O2;1 + O2;2then the expeted ount for seeing the phrase in the doument is:E1;1 = O1;1 + O1;2N � O1;1 + O2;1N � N31



To measure the phraseness of a andidate phrase, tehniques adopted from the olloationdisovery literature are used:� �2 independene test, whih measures the independene of the events of seeing theomponents of the phrase in the text, and found to be one of the best performingmodels in olloation disovery [44℄. For N-grams where N > 2 we apply the �2independene test by splitting the phrase in two (e.g. for a 4-gram, I measure theindependene of the omposing bigrams).� language model phraseness, whih measures the pointwise Kullbak-Liebler diver-gene between bakground and foreground probabilities; e.g. for bigrams of theform (a; b), measuring the pointwise divergene as:phraselang(a; b) = pf g(a; b) log( pf g(a; b)pbg(a)pbg(b))For N-grams with N > 2, I split the N-gram in two, and alulate the divergeneusing the probability of ourrene of the smaller onstituent N-grams.3.5.3. Post-�lteringPure statistial approahes do not onsider the meaning of the extrated phrases, whihleads to a number of undesirable e�ets, most notably the presene of paraphrases in theextrated set. To address this problem, I developed a simple paraphrase identi�ation methodthat targets basi paraphrase types suh as morpho-syntati variations (\law of nature" and\natural law") and lexial synonymy (\nulear weapons" and \atomi weapons").The paraphrase reognition is arried out by replaing all the words in a andidate phrasewith an extended set of tokens ontaining the word stems obtained using Porter's stemmingalgorithm [46℄ and the synonyms de�ned in WordNet [38℄, assuming the most frequent senseby default; stopwords are also disarded. Next, two suh extended sets of tokens are mathedif they share at least one token. Two andidate phrases are then labeled as paraphrases ofeah other if there is a bijetive (one-to-one) mapping between the extended sets of eah of32



Figure 3.3: Example of paraphrase identi�ation.the onstituents words in the two andidates. Figure 3.3 shows a paraphrase identi�ationexample for the phrases \employing the pendulum" and \pendulum applied."3.5.4. Performane of Candidate Extration MethodsTo assess the performane of the andidate extration methods, I determine the ability ofthese methods to extrat the largest amount of andidates that atually appear in the goldstandard index. This an be thought of as measuring the reall of a naive bak of the bookindexing method onsisting of only the andidate extration, without any ranking or �ltering.The reall on a single doument an be measured as the number of andidates present in thegold standard, divided by the size of the gold standard. The quality of the andidate set alsoneeds to be measured, that is how well it an �lter out the andidates unlikely to be presentin the gold standard index. This an be thought of as the preision of the naive approah,and an be quanti�ed as the number of andidates present in the index divided by the numberof andidates. In addition to preision and reall, I also determine the F-measure, alulatedas the harmoni mean of preision and reall.33



Method P R FN-grams 0.01 84.20 0.02NP-hunks 4.40 28.99 7.64NE 15.79 39.10 22.49NEheur 11.43 43.34 18.08Table 3.2: Miro preision (P), reall (R), and F-measure (F) for di�erent andidate ex-tration methods. NE stands for supervised named entity reognition, and NEheur for theheuristi approah for Named Entity reognition.For this evaluation I use the oarse index version of the gold standard olletion presentedin Setion 3.3, onsisting of general onepts mentioned in the original index, and built byusing the head expressions representing the most important part of the index entries. As ithas been previously shown [5℄, this index version has the highest reall measured against thetext of the book, whih makes it appropriate for the evaluation of extrative methods.Table 3.2 shows the preision, reall, and F-measure �gures measured for the andidateextration methods. Perhaps not surprisingly, the N-gram approah leads to the highest re-all, at the ost of low preision. Looking at the total number of andidates generated bythe N-grams method, more than 7 million unique phrases are extrated from the olletionof 29 books, ompared to only 90,000 phrases obtained with the NP hunks approah. Infat, the latter method has a signi�antly redued reall, and a somewhat higher preision.The performane of the name entity reognition method is even more remarkable: withoutany further ranking, its results are omparable to those obtained in keyphrase extration.This demonstrates that our hypothesis that bak of the book indexes ontain a large amountof name entities is orret. Interestingly, the name entity heuristi leads to results within areasonable margin from the supervised name entity approah, whih suggests that this unsu-pervised method is a valid alternative for those languages for whih name entity reognitiontools are not available. 34



Filtering Preision Reall F-measurenone (baseline) 10.33 11.12 10.71paraphrases 12.70 13.15 12.93stopwords 14.25 15.08 14.66ommon words 15.25 16.30 15.76ombined 15.77 16.48 16.11Table 3.3: Baseline system and improvements obtained with di�erent �ltering methods.Note that the reall values shown in Table 3.2 an be onsidered as an upper bound forthe extrative methods, as no extrative system an ahieve a reall higher than the oneobtained by the andidate extration stage.3.5.5. Performane of Filtering MethodsTo evaluate the e�et of the �ltering heuristis (stopword and ommon word removal andparaphrase identi�ation), I analyse their e�et over a working unsupervised system adoptedas a baseline. The baseline system uses the tf*idf weighting sheme with an N-gram andidateextration. The �rst row in Table 3.3 shows the results obtained for this baseline system.The subsequent rows show the sores of the system when di�erent �ltering methods areapplied individually over the baseline system. The last row shows the performane of thesystem with all the �ltering methods ombined.The evaluations show that the �ltering an bring a 60% inrease in F-measure overthe baseline. It is worth noting that the paraphrase �lter has an additional, diÆult toevaluate advantage, namely the fat that it eliminates dupliate andidates, whih inreasesthe pereived quality of the extrated index.
35



CHAPTER 4UNSUPERVISED KEYPHRASE EXTRACTIONIn the previous hapter I already presented the majority of the building bloks of anunsupervised system. Its struture orresponds to that presented in �gure 3.2 on Page 28.The only module that hanges between the supervised and unsupervised methods is theranking of andidate phrases. This ranking in the unsupervised setting is done solely basedon a ertain ombination of sores obtained with the di�erent soring algorithms.I experimented with all of the presented andidate extration methods, inluding the n-gram, noun phrase hunk, named entity and named entity heuristi models. While one ouldargue that shallow parsing is a supervised method, sine shallow parsing in itself is independentfrom the task of bak of the book indexing, and an be easily trained for a new languageusing relatively small amounts of data, I onsider it appliable in an unsupervised framework.The same argument applies for the named entity reognition. The named entity heuristi istruly unsupervised and as we will see provides omparable auray.4.1. Candidate RankingThe ranking of the andidates is done using a weighted linear ombination of its soresobtained with the various soring methods. Formallys() = ∑m2(E�R)�msorem();where E and R are the set of extration and ranking methods respetively, and �m is a weightused to ontrol the importane of the model m in the ombined sore.Using this ombination we an ontrol the degree to whih informativeness and phrasenesssores are ombined. The seletion of weights, however, is empirial.36



An important question in an unsupervised keyphrase extration system is to determinethe size of the �nal keyphrase set. There are two solutions for the problem. One would beto try to empirially determine sore thresholds and aept all andidates with a sore abovethe given threshold. The seond solution is to determine the size of the extrated keywordset beforehand, based on the size of the original doument. I opted to use the seondapproah beause it is less sensitive to variations in the sores due to domain di�erenesand beause reliably determining suh thresholds requires expert opinions or a human reatedindex olletion - whih would de�nitely touh the boundaries of supervised systems.Determining the size of the index is diÆult, sine it varies with the domain, the aademilevel of the text, or the indexing style. The literature provides a general guideline indiatingthat the index should over a number of pages of approximately 5% of the number of pagesin the book [23, 40℄. In the orpus used for this researh, an average index length of 0:35%of the total number of words in the text is observed { whih translates to a page-basedperentage roughly equivalent to the guideline value. I deided to use and enfore this valueaross all the evaluations by extrating a orresponding amount of keyphrases for eah book.
4.2. EvaluationFor evaluation purposes the olletion presented in setion 3.3 is used. I wish to assessthe relative quality of the di�erent informativeness soring tehniques, therefore I onduta separate evaluation for eah method. The reasoning is that these methods are not somuh omplementary as for example the ombination of an informativeness and a phrasenessmethod.Informativeness soring tehniques are evaluated as an integral part of a working indexingsystem, along with the various andidate extration methods. After the andidate phrasesare extrated with one of the methods desribed in the previous setions, a ranking methodis used to sort the phrases, and the top ranked phrases are seleted for inlusion in the index.37



Table 4.1 and 4.2 show the results of the various systems using di�erent soring tehniqueswith the N-gram and noun phrase hunk andidate extration methods. The results arereported both with and without the �ltering methods, so that we an get a lear piture onthe performane of the ranking methods and their full apability when improved with �lteringtehniques. The bakground orpus used for the �2 independene and KL-divergene metrisis the BNC orpus; for the KL-divergene informativeness I use a Good-Turing [13℄ smoothing.Contrary to my expetations, the best performane is obtained with a system using anN-gram andidate extration. The tf*idf ranking performs about the same for both extrationmethods. The �2 performs muh better with the N-gram extration, where it outperformsthe tf*idf. The KL divergene provided the worst results in both ases.The length of a andidate phrase an also represent an important lue for keyphraseseletion, sine the average length of keyphrases varies aross domains, and it is partiularlysensitive to the indexing style (onise vs. long expliative phrases). In order to aount forthis stylisti property, the top andidates are seleted so that the distribution of the andidatelengths follows the distribution of the index entries in the gold standard. The results obtainedusing this onstraint are shown in Table 4.3 and 4.4 for the N-gram and NP-hunk extrationmethods respetively. As seen in the table, the distribution onstraint brings an improvementfor all the methods, in partiular in the performane of the �2 ranking with the N-gramandidate seletion, where the inrease in F-measure is 6% in the un�ltered ase, and about3% in the �ltered ase. The onsistent superiority of the N-gram extration with �2 weightingleads to the onlusion that for the task of bak of the book indexing this ombination leadsto the best keyphrase extration and ranking.In addition to evaluating the individual strength of eah informativeness soring tehniqueI also experimented with methods ombining di�erent andidate extration and soring teh-niques. In partiular I foused on inluding the named entities and the phraseness sores intothe �nal evaluation. 38



no �ltering all �ltersMethod P R F P R Ftf*idf 10.33 11.12 10.71 15.76 16.48 16.11�2 11.00 11.85 11.41 16.28 17.34 16.79KL divergene 07.54 07.83 07.68 12.50 12.39 12.45Table 4.1: Performane of ranking methods with N-gram andidate extration.no �ltering all �ltersMethod P R F P R Ftf*idf 10.86 11.02 10.94 16.13 16.24 16.19�2 09.24 09.01 09.12 11.81 11.92 11.87KL divergene 06.67 06.89 06.78 12.09 11.68 11.88Table 4.2: Performane of ranking methods with NP-hunk andidate extration.no �ltering all �ltersMethod P R F P R Ftf*idf 13.49 14.16 13.82 16.23 16.73 16.48�2 17.06 17.76 17.40 19.50 19.99 19.74KL divergene 08.71 09.33 09.01 11.75 11.90 11.83Table 4.3: Performane of soring funtions with n-gram andidate extration and enforeddistribution by length.In all the ombination experiments, the N-gram andidate extration was used, some-times oupled with named entity reognition. The named entity and named entity heuristiandidates are ranked using a tf*idf weighting and have an empirially seleted weight of� = 2. All other models have an equal weight of � = 1. All the �ltering methods are usedin the ombination models. Table 4.5 shows the results obtained with several ombinationmethods. 39



no �ltering all �ltersMethod P R F P R Ftf*idf 17.23 16.82 17.02 18.69 17.89 18.28�2 17.23 16.60 16.91 18.04 17.29 17.65KL divergene 11.30 11.47 11.38 12.26 11.90 12.07Table 4.4: Performane of soring funtions with np-hunk andidate extration and enforeddistribution by length. P R Ftf*idf, �2Phrase 16.85 17.51 17.18�2Inf, �2Phrase 20.65 21.25 20.95KL-Inf, KL-Phrase 12.82 13.09 12.96tf*idf, NE 25.95 25.27 25.60�2Inf, �2Phrase, NE 26.70 26.37 26.53KL-Inf, KL-Phrase, NE 22.63 22.36 22.49tf*idf, NEheur 21.12 20.68 20.89�2Inf, �2Phrase, NEheur 23.17 23.14 23.15KL-Inf, KL-Phrase, NEheur 20.98 20.72 20.84tf*idf baseline 10.33 11.12 10.71Table 4.5: Performane of ombined models. Inf=informativeness, Phrase=phraseness.As shown in Table 4.5, all the ombinations of phraseness and informativeness inreasedthe performane ompared to the informativeness models alone, whih suggests that theinitial assumption that phraseness is an important aspet of bak of the book index entries isorret. Combining the �2 phraseness with the tf*idf informativeness gives a relative inreasein F-sore of 4:24% with respet to the performane of the tf*idf measure alone. Similarly,40



the ombination of the �2 phraseness and informatives results in a relative inrease in F-soreof 6:12%.Another important observation is that all the ombinations where named entities areinluded improve signi�antly upon the other models, on�rming my intuition that namedentity reognition an improve the performane of an indexing system.
4.3. Conluding RemarksI evaluated several unsupervised methods for bak of the book index onstrution, andshowed that the right hoie of methods and heuristis an lead to signi�ant improvementsompared to the tf*idf weighting sheme typially used for information retrieval and keyphraseextration.In partiular, these experiments allowed me to draw the following onlusions: (1) keyphraseextration and named entity reognition tehniques an be suessfully used for the purposeof bak of the book indexing, whih means that the researh literature available for thesetopis an be helpful in providing pointers for tasks relevant to bak of the book indexing;(2) it is useful to design the indexing system in stages, with di�erent modules handling theandidate extration, the phrase ranking, and the phrase �ltering; (3) it is important to di�er-entiate between the phraseness and the informativeness of a andidate phrase, whih bringsimprovements over systems that do not make suh a distintion; and �nally (4) ombinationmodels an lead to results signi�antly better than those obtained with individual models.In partiular, the onrete lesson learned from these experiments is that the best per-formane of 26.53 F-measure an be obtained using a ombined N-gram and named entityandidate extration method with stopword and ommon word �lters and paraphrase identi-�ation, oupled with a ranking sheme using �2 informativeness and �2 phraseness. In theabsene of a named entity reognition system, a omparable 23.16 F-measure an be obtainedusing an unsupervised heuristi for named entity reognition. Overall, my unsupervised system41



leads to an inrease in F-measure of up to 250% as ompared to the baseline represented bya tf*idf weighting sheme, representing a signi�ant improvement.
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CHAPTER 5DISCOURSE COMPREHENSION BASED KEYPHRASE EXTRACTION5.1. IntrodutionAs presented in Chapter 2, most of the methods urrently developed for keyphrase ex-tration are purely statistial and rely heavily on the term frequeny of the seleted terms. Iam not aware of any work in keyphrase extration that attempts a deeper semanti analysisof text.Relying solely on statistial information has a few shortomings in bak of the bookindexing. As shown in my analysis of the test orpora presented in setion 6.1, roughly 44%of the fully reonstruted index entries appear only one in the book they originated from.This is partially due to the tendeny of the authors not to repeat a partiular onept over andover, and instead refer to it via anaphora and ataphora, often nominal. It is impossible tokeep trak of these referenes without anaphora and ataphora resolution, whih is a diÆulttask that does not yet have a satisfatory solution.Another aspet of a keyword set not typially overed by urrent methods is the ohereneof the set. In a keyword set overing a partiular domain or topi, no keywords belonging tounrelated topis should appear. There were earlier attempts to address this issue [54℄, butthey were all implemented as �lters applied on the extrated keyword sets, rather than beingan integral part of the keyphrase extration proess.In this hapter, I propose a novel method for keyphrase extration inspired by disourseomprehension. I will show how disourse omprehension tehniques an be used to addressthe aforementioned problems. I will present in detail the onstrution-integration theory ofKintsh [21℄, the underlying mehanisms, and a way to implement a working system based onthe ideas of disourse omprehension that are pertinent to the task of keyphrase extration.43



5.2. Disourse ComprehensionDisourse omprehension is a �eld of ognitive siene fousing on modeling the men-tal proess of reading and understanding text. The most widely aepted theory for dis-ourse omprehension is the onstrution-integration (CI) theory of Walter Kintsh [21℄.The onstrution-integration theory was �rst proposed in [20℄. During its history the theorywas extended, re�ned on several oasions [22℄ and applied to a number of simulations ofspei� aspets of human understanding, suh as how word meanings are onstruted andidenti�ed, how anaphora resolution is explained by the model and how inferene generationan be integrated into onstrution-integration [21℄. In the following hapter, I briey presentthe lassial onstrution-integration model and those mehanisms that bare an importanefor the keyphrase extration problem.5.2.1. Knowledge RepresentationAording to the onstrution-integration theory, the atomi units of the representationof knowledge are propositions. The propositions provide a formalized way to represent thesemanti interpretation of textual information. Propositions are instanes of a prediate-argument shema, generally written in the form of [PREDICATE, ARGUMENT, ARGU-MENT, ARGUMENT ...℄. A prediate is generally represented by a verb, adjetive or adverband it has a well de�ned set of arguments that it aepts. Eah prediate is therefore hara-terized by a frame speifying the number and type of arguments it aepts. The argumentsan be either propositions themselves, or simple onepts. A omplex proposition is a propo-sition that has at least one argument whih is itself a proposition.As an example onsider the sentene "The hemoglobin arries oxygen." The propositionalrepresentation of this example would be entered around the prediate (verb) "arry," whihexpets a subjet (who is arrying) an objet (what is being arried) and possibly the timeand the loation of the event. The sentene therefore an be translated into the proposition[CARRY,HEMOGLOBIN,OXIGEN℄. There are no widely aepted rules on how to transform44



free text into propositions. Kintsh provides a set of guidelines [21℄ in order to help researhersmaintain a ertain level of objetivity and onsisteny when manually reating propositions.Currently there are no propositional parsers available that would automatially solve thetask foring researhers to rely on manual annotations { whih is one of the reasons whylarge sale simulations of the onstrution-integration proess are not available. Reentadvanes in the task of logi form identi�ation [50℄, whih aims to onstrut a �rst orderlogi representation of the text are very promising and ould possibly provide the basis for anautomated propositional parser.A sample paragraph and the resulting propositions are shown in �gure 5.1. The example,and all the subsequent �gures referring to this example paragraph, are adopted from Kintsh[22℄. The last proposition (marked as INF) is an inferene based on the previous knowledge ofthe user stating that "eletri iron," "eletri lamp" and "sewing mahines" are "applianes."Kintsh di�erentiates two higher levels of representing knowledge: the "mirostruture"and "marostruture." The mirostruture is a network of propositions alled a propositionalnetwork and aounts for a smaller segment of the text, usually a sentene or a paragraph.The propositions extrated from this smaller segment are interonneted. The onnetionsare partially reated based on syntati features found in the textual representation and inpart based on the previous knowledge of the reader reeting the strength of the assoiationbetween the onneted propositions. The notion of the strength of assoiation is somewhatfuzzy and it an be onsidered to be analogous to the more frequently used notion of semantirelatedness.An example of a propositional network, illustrating the mirostruture of the exampleparagraph used earlier in �gure 5.1, is shown in 5.2.The marostruture is the representation of the overall struture and ideas of a text,disregarding the somewhat less important details whih would appear in the mirostruturerepresentation. The marostruture is essentially a summary of the text whih also identi�es45



elements of the narrative struture suh as setting, ompliation and resolution. The lassialonstrution-integration model does not fully aount for the reation of the marostrutureof the text. Kintsh proposed a Latent Semanti Analysis (LSA) based hybrid method thatworks at a sentene level and produes a form of marostruture [22℄ but that representationignores the propositional level representation entirely.The maro and mirostruture representations based solely on the information found in thetext that is analysed are referred to as the textbase. The �nal produt of the omprehensionproess, however, is not solely based on the textbase, rather it is a mental representationthat integrates the information of the textbase with the existing knowledge of the reader.This mental representation is referred to as the situation model. The situation model alsohas a maro and mirostruture. The mirostruture of the situation model is essentiallythe propositional network of the textbase mirostruture enrihed with propositions from theprevious knowledge of the reader together with the appropriate onnetions between thesepropositions. This situation model is the mental representation of the end result of theomprehension proess and this is what the onstrution-integration proess aims to build.5.2.2. Constrution and IntegrationThe proess of understanding a text is in fat a mapping from a textual representationinto a mental representation or a situation model. The aim is a mirostruture where eah ofthe propositions has a weight or ativation value assigned to it, representing how importantit is with respet to the other elements of the propositional network.The proess of building the mental representation essentially an be broken down intotwo main steps. The onstrution step builds the propositional network by adding eahnew proposition as it is enountered in the text. It also adds weighted links between thepropositions, based on semanti relatedness, as desribed earlier. The previous knowledgeof the reader also is aounted for in the onstrution step. All propositions from the longterm memory that are relevant to the newly added proposition are onneted to the already46



In town, her father filled the Model T’s gas tank, while Katie bought a sewing machine belt and

browsed in the general store. Shesaw an electric iron, electric lamps, and a sewing machine that no

one had to pedal.She realized there wereappliances that made heat and light and those that moved.

C1 P1 [IN, TOWN, P2]

P2 [FILL, FATHER, GAS-TANK]

P3 [HAS-PART, MODEL-T, GAS-TANK]

P4 [WHILE, P2, P5, P7]

C2 P5 [BUY, KATIE, BELT]

P6 [HAS-PART, SEWING-MACHINE, BELT]

P7 [BROWSE, KATIE, GENERAL-STORE]

C3 P8 [SEE, KATIE, IRON, LAMPS, SEWING-MACHINE]

P9 [ELECTRIC, IRON]

P10 [ELECTRIC, LAMPS]

P11 [NOT-HAVE, SEWING-MACHINE, PEDAL]

C4 P12 [REALIZE,KATIE, P13, P14]

P13 [MAKE, APPLIANCE, HEAT, LIGHT]

P14 [MOVE, APPLIANCE]

INF                                    [IS, P9, P10, P11]APPLIANCES,

C = a complex proposition; P = an atomic proposition.Figure 5.1: An example paragraph and the propositions extrated from it.built propositional network. The propositional network urrently being built is loated in theworking memory.The integration step is responsible for establishing the ativation levels of eah of thenodes of the propositional network through spreading ativation. Spreading ativation is atehnique used by most onnetivist theories. It an be regarded of as a graph entralitymeasure. Spreading ativation starts o� at several nodes with a given ativation value, andtransfers its ativation among its neighboring nodes proportional to the strength of the linkonneting them. The spreading step is repeated for all the nodes in the network for severalyles or until onvergene.After the integration step is ompleted, the nodes that have the highest ativation levelare expeted to be the most important propositions in the text. The onstrution-integrationproess advanes proposition by proposition. After enountering a new proposition, the on-strution step adds it to the network and the integration step is invoked. The reasoningbehind invoking the integration step after eah new proposition and not only at the end of47



FATHER FILL-GASTANK

IN-TOWN

OF-MODEL-T

BUY-BELT

BROWSE-STORE

ELECTRIC-IRON

IS-APPLIANCE

ELECTRIC-LAMP

REALIZE

SEWING-MACH-WITHOUT

APPLIANCE-MAKE-LIGHT

APPLIANCE-MAKE-MOVE

WHILE

FOR-SEWING-MACHINE
KATIE

SEE

Figure 5.2: An example of a propositional network for the sample paragraph illustrated earlier.
the sentene is that this is the only way for the system to aount for the very fast wordreognition speeds (sense disambiguation) observed among humans. If enough informationis available, a word is reognized/disambiguated on sight, not only after the entire senteneis read. At the end of the sentene, however, there is a speial integration step, whih om-pletes the alulation of the ativation levels, and lears out working memory in order tomake room for the next sentene. It an also transfer the situation model to the long termsemanti memory (in the ase of learning). 48



[IN, TOWN, P2]

[FILL, FATHER, GAS-TANK]

[HAS-PART, MODEL-T, GAS-TANK]

[WHILE, P2, P5, P7]

[BUY, KATIE, BELT]

[HAS-PART, SEWING-MACHINE, BELT]

[BROWSE, KATIE, GENERAL-STORE]
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[ELECTRIC, LAMPS]

[NOT-HAVE, SEWING-MACHINE, PEDAL]

[REALIZE, KATIE, P13, P14]

[MAKE, APPLIANCE, HEAT, LIGHT]

[MOVE, APPLIANCE]

[IS, APPLIANCE, P9, P10, P11]

0 50 100 150

Memory StrengthFigure 5.3: Ativation values of the propositional network.The ativation values of the propositions of the example paragraph are shown in �gure5.3. The dark gray bars represent the hange in the ativation values if an inferene is madethat reognizes the di�erent eletri tools as applianes.One of the most important problems of the understanding proess is maintaining theoherene. In order to allow for a oneptual bridge between the sentene that is urrentlyproessed and past relevant information, the lassial version of the onstrution-integrationproess uses a small short term memory bu�er that maintains the most important propositionsfrom earlier proessing yles. When a new sentene is being proessed, the propositions fromthe short term memory are added to the propositional network urrently being built in theworking memory. A shemati view of the memory types involved in the onstrution proessis shown on �gure 5.4. The propositions stored in the short term memory also help the wordreognition and anaphora resolution. In the ase of word reognition the semanti relatednessof a proposition to propositions from a previous sentene provides extra ativation through49



the semanti relatedness of the proper sense. In the ase of anaphora resolution, the targetof the anaphori referene is likely to be preserved in the short term memory, therefore it anbe reativated in the urrent sentene.
5.2.3. Word Identi�ation and Anaphora Resolution within the Constrution-Integration ModelTo underline the strength of the onstrution-integration model in simulating the humanomprehension proess, we should look at how some of the spei� mehanisms work withinthis framework. First we should look at how the onstrution-integration proess deals withword identi�ation, or as it sounds more familiar to natural language proessing experts, wordsense disambiguation. During the onstrution phase, when a proposition or onept is linkedto relevant onepts in the long term memory, the orret sense of the word is not knownyet. Therefore onepts related to any possible sense of a homonym an be linked. Considerthe example senteneA beautiful sight in downtown Denver is the mint.For the word "mint" several di�erent elements from the long term memory an be linkedon an assoiative basis: "tee," "money," "building," "plant." The onepts related to thebuilding sense of mint will be also linked with high weight onnetions to the words "down-town" and "Denver" (and their assoiates), whereas the assoiates of the "plant" sense arelikely to be onneted with very low weights. During the integration phase, all the oneptsrelated to the non-relevant senses are suppressed sine they reeive no ativation from therest of the network. A target word and its highly ativated assoiates therefore identify apartiular sense of the target word.Anaphora resolution is modeled within the onstrution-integration framework in a similarway. An anaphori referene is onneted to the possible referents (whih an be �lteredusing frame or other syntati information) and after the integration step, the most likelyandidate is expeted to have the largest ativation, while the others will be suppressed.50
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Figure 5.4: Basi steps and memory types used during onstrution-integration.5.3. Keyphrase Extration and Disourse ComprehensionThe onstrution-integration proess moves through the text sequentially and reates asituation model where the importane of eah proposition is reeted by its ativation value.These ativation values essentially allow us to fous on the most important propositions withinthe text. As I desribed earlier, in order to maintain the oherene of the representation, thepropositions with the highest ativation values are stored in the short term memory andarried over from sentene to sentene. Thus, there is a orrelation between the propositionsthat are maintained in the short term memory and the propositions that are important forthe understanding of the given text. Consequently, propositions maintained in the short termmemory onstitute good keyword andidates and we an build a keyphrase extration/indexingsystem based on this information.Although great advanes have been made in the �eld of disourse omprehension, urrentlythe �eld is far from produing a model that is apable of a full simulation of the omprehensionproess. The onstrution-integration theory is no exeption. It is a theoretial frameworkthat is extensively used in laboratory experiments, but no working, full sale implementation51



is urrently available. This is partially due to the fat that even the task of automatiallyparsing the propositions is an unsolved problem. Nevertheless, there are numerous aspets ofthe onstrution-integration theory that an be approximated with methods already available.I attempt to reate a framework whih, although it di�ers in a few ruial points fromthe original theory, it maintains most of the ideas that I believe are relevant to keyphraseextration.5.3.1. Propositional ParserOne of the main reasons why the onstrution-integration theory is still largely on�ned tosmall sale laboratory experiments with small toy-examples using hand extrated propositionsis the lak of a proper automated propositional parser. As a substitute, I use a shallow parserto extrat basi entities from the text. Shallow parsing is a very eÆient method to extratnoun phrases. Its eÆieny lays in the fat that it does not onstrut a full parse tree, whihotherwise would make the omputational omplexity of the method onsiderably higher. Iused the SNoW based shallow parser as presented in [29℄.5.3.2. The PageRank Centrality MeasureSine I'm not interested in simulating the omplete human understanding proess, butrather interested in the �nal outome of the onstrution-integration proess, I ignore theintegration step after eah new proposition, and instead I only apply the �nal integration stepat the end of eah sentene, designed to alulate the �nal ativation values of the situationmodel. Furthermore, instead of the spreading ativation tehnique, I use a di�erent graphentrality measure, namely PageRank [42, 2℄, the method that also served as the ore of theGoogle searh engine.Apart from its popularity as a link analysis method in information retrieval, PageRank wasapplied to several problems in natural language proessing. Esuli and Sebastiani applied it tosubjetivity analysis [9℄, Erkan and Radev used it for single and multi-doument summarization52



[8, 7℄. Mihalea and Tarau [32℄ used it for summarization and keyphrase extration as wellas for word sense disambiguation [35℄.The PageRank algorithm was designed to serve as a measure of overall importane ofa webpage on the world wide web. It stems from ideas developed for itation analysis. Initation analysis, one way to estimate the impat of an artile in a partiular �eld, or theimpat of a partiular author is to onsider the impat of ited referenes. If an author isreferened often and by many high pro�le authors, it suggests that the author has a highimpat in the respetive �eld. Page and Brin used this idea and applied it to the worldwide web. The importane of a webpage is measured by the number and the importane ofwebpages pointing to it. If a large number of important webpages link to a given page, itsuggests that the page is important. This simple idea an be formalized using graph notations,following the example of Mihalea [32℄. Let G = (V; E) be a direted graph. For a givenvertex Vi , let In(Vi) be the set of verties pointing to Vi . Similarly, let Out(Vi) be the set ofverties pointed to by Vi . The sore or rank R(Vi) of a vertex is then:R(Vi) = (1� d) + d � ∑Vj2In(Vi ) 1jOut(Vj)jR(Vj)where jOut(Vj)j represents the number of outgoing links from Vj , and d is a dampingfator. Brin and Page introdued the damping fator to aount for the user behavior of a"random surfer," who will break the random walk proess and instead of following links willrandomly jump to another page.I use a weighted and undireted variation of the PageRank algorithm, as proposed byMihalea in [32℄. Let the weight of an edge between verties Vi and Vj be wi ;j . The rank ofa vertex Vi then beomes:R(Vi) = (1� d) + d � ∑Vj2In(Vi ) wi ;j
∑Vk2Out(Vj )wj;kR(Vj)53



The relation of the PageRank algorithm to spreading ativation an be easily seen via thefollowing analogy. Let us onsider the nodes of the propositional network as webpages, andthe semanti relatedness of propositions as links. If the semanti relatedness measure usedis symmetrial, this onstrution leads to an an undireted, weighted graph. The rank orativation of eah node is distributed among the neighbors of a node, just like in the ase ofspreading ativation, proportionally to the strength of the assoiation onneting them.PageRank is an attrative alternative for this given task sine it does not require the �netuning of a large number of parameters to be ontrolled and onvergent, as it is the ase withthe spreading ativation. Furthermore, in PageRank the weights of the nodes (analogousto the ativation value) onverge very quikly. Generally three or four proessing yles areenough to stabilize the weights.5.3.3. Semanti MemoryIn order to simulate the onstrution-integration proess, we need to have a way tomimi the way humans reate assoiations between onepts. These assoiations or semantirelatedness sores form the bakbone of the edge weighting in the propositional network. Inthe following setion, I present two methods that I used to measure the strength of assoiationbetween onepts, namely Latent Semanti Analysis and point-wise mutual information.5.3.3.1. Latent Semanti Analysis. In order to alulate the strength of assoiation be-tween phrases I use Latent Semanti Analysis (LSA) [26℄. LSA was shown to orrelatestrongly with human judgments in assessing the similarity of words. Landauer and Dumais[25℄ reported an experiment where LSA was used to answer synonymy questions in Test ofEnglish as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) tests. Given a target word stem and four additionalwords, the task is to deide whih of the four words is losest in meaning to the target word.LSA leads to an auray of 64.4%, whereas the average performane of a student takingthe same test is 64.5%. More reently Rapp [49℄ reported an auray of 92.5% on the sametask using LSA, explaining the large di�erene in results by the use of a larger orpus, namely54



the British National Corpus (BNC) instead of the Groliers Enylopedia used by Landauerand Dumais.LSA works by reating a mapping from words to onepts, where eah word is representedas a point in a "latent spae." In order to reate this mapping into a semanti spae, LSA onlyrequires a large training orpus. No linguisti analysis or human reated thesauri are neessary.The basis for the omputation is a term-doument matrix A(m; n), where m is the voabularysize of the training orpus and n is the number of douments or short passages. Dependingon the implementation, LSA generally works at a doument level, although a shorter passagelevel an be used as well. Eah ell in the term-doument matrix represents the frequenyof the orresponding word in the orresponding doument. Alternatively, other weightingtehniques suh as tf*idf an be used.The resulting term doument matrix is subjeted to singular value deomposition (SVD).SVD is the proess of deomposing a matrix into the produt of three matries, in the formof A = U�V �The resulting three matries have the dimensions U(m; k), �(k; k), V �(k; n), where k =min(m; n). It is guaranteed that suh a deomposition always exists. The matrix U is adiagonal matrix, where the values of the diagonal orrespond to the singular values of thedeomposition. � an be arranged suh that the singular values will be in dereasing order.A graphial representation of the deomposition proess is shown in �gure 5.5. The singularvalues are represented by the dotted line. If one eliminates the smallest singular values,leaving a smaller matrix �0(p; p), and the orresponding rows and olumns from the matriesU and V �, the matrix resulting from the multipliation is the losest approximation of A usingonly p singular values. This proess is alled dimensionality redution. Figure 5.5 shows thee�et of dimensionality redution, where the shaded areas show the remaining parts of theomponent matries. 55
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A (m n)x U  (m )x k Σ (k k)x V* (k n)xFigure 5.5: Singular Value Deomposition. The dotted line shows the singular values, thegray area represents an approximation using only k singular values.
SVD and dimensionality redution stand at the ore of the LSA algorithm. The resultingU and V � matries provide a mapping from the original term-doument spae to a ommon pdimensional latent semanti spae. For eah word in the original A matrix, the orrespondingrow of the U matrix gives the oordinates of the point in the semanti spae representing thegiven word. These rows are termed latent vetors. Sine the deomposition is guaranteed tohave a minimal loss, words that are near in the original term-doument spae are expeted tobe lose in the latent semanti spae as well. Furthermore, words that never our together,but our in similar ontexts (seond order o-ourrenes), are mapped in the same area ofthe semanti spae as well.A ruial aspet of the LSA proess is the hoie of the size of the latent semanti spae,or in our example the p parameter. Experimental evaluations have shown that the optimalrange is between 300 - 1500, 300 being a ommon hoie in the natural language literature,whih is what I use in my experiments as well.One we have the latent vetors, we an alulate the similarity of two words via theosine similarity of the two orresponding vetors. Sine the dimensionality is redued, theosine similarity alulation an be applied eÆiently.56



In my experiments, I use a variation of LSA, introdued by Widdows [59℄, as implementedin the Infomap1 software pakage. The di�erene between Infomap and the traditional LSAis that rather than starting with a term-doument matrix, Infomap uses a term-pivot matrix.Instead of looking at douments, where terms our together, infomap ompares the ontextof the words (a form of seond order o-ourrene). The system �rst hooses 1000 pivotelements, whih are the most frequent, ontent bearing words of the English language. Inorder to obtain this list automatially, Infomap extrats the list of the most frequent wordsfrom a large orpus, eliminates all the stopwords, as well as the �rst 50 words of the remaininglist. The next 1000 most frequent words are seleted as pivot elements. Infomap thenonstruts a matrix A(n; 1000), where n stands for the size of the voabulary of the orpus.Eah ell in the matrix represents the number of times a given word o-ourred with a givenpivot element in a ontext window of size 30. One the term-pivot matrix is onstruted,Infomap proeeds exatly as the traditional LSA.To train Infomap, I use the British National Corpus (BNC), together with a olletion ofWikipedia artiles and the books from the UCPress olletion. The Wikipedia olletion isexpeted to help with highly spei� tehnial information. Using the books of the olletionensures that the problem of sparsity is somewhat diminished.An alternative solution to using LSA would be the use of traditional thesauri or other se-manti resoures, suh as WordNet or Roget's thesaurus, together with one of the numerousmetris that were developed to measure semanti relatedness [43℄. These methods, however,due to their limited voabulary are not satisfatory for my purpose, sine many of the termsenountered in the books that were proessed are highly spei� and often tehnial, anddo not appear in the thesauri. LSA on the other hand, sine it is trained on the proessedorpus, has a reasonable hane to learn enough about spei� terms so as to produe a wellinformed relatedness measure.1http://infomap.stanford.edu/ 57



5.3.3.2. Point-wise Mutual Information. Although LSA orrelates well with human sim-ilarity judgments, it has its weaknesses. One main weakness is the fat that eah term isrepresented by itself. The meaning of a multiword expression, a ompound nominal, a propername or a longer phrase is represented as the "sum" of it's omponent words. This treatmentof multiword expressions is learly awed. Consider the example of the proper name "NewYork Yankees." Although LSA is doing remarkably well in �guring out that "New York Yan-kees" is similar to "Dodgers" (a similarity of 0.64 using our LSA measure) and "New York"is related to "New Jersey" (0.87), it does not reognize, however, that the entire propername desribes a single entity. This is even more problemati in the ase of idioms, suh as"kik the buket," whih should have a muh higher relatedness to "perish" than to "kik"or "buket." We would expet "kik the buket" to be related to "dying" (0) or "perish"(0.047) at least as muh as the last two are related to eah other (0.35). This potentialproblem was also briey noted by, but not elaborated upon by Landauer [26℄.Furthermore, LSA provides a relatedness measure that is biased toward the training datait is based on. The "Dodgers" and "Yankees" are expeted to have a very strong relatednessin a sports related book, but in a monograph about the ivil war, however, this similarity isexpeted to diminish (the "yankees" are not more likely to "dodge" than anyone else). Inorder to ounter both the problem of not treating the multiword expressions as single entitiesas well as ensuring that the similarity measures are properly biased toward the topi of theanalysed book, I use a seond relatedness measure, namely point-wise mutual information(PMI) [4℄.The PMI measure estimates the assoiation of two entities based on the independeneof the two events ourring together. If two words are ompletely unrelated then I do notexpet to see them ourring together in a small ontext more often than they would byhane. Given the probability of the words X and Y as P (X) and P (Y ), if they are notrelated, the expeted probability to see them in the same ontext is P (X; Y ) = P (X) �P (Y )58



(independene assumption). If the observed probability of o-ourrene P (X; Y ) di�erssigni�antly from the expeted probability, it is an indiation that the independene does nothold, whih means that there is a relation between the words. This di�erene between theobserved and expeted probabilities is proportional to the relatedness of the words. The PMIis therefore quanti�able as: PMI(X; Y ) = log2 P (X; Y )P (X)P (Y )Turney [56℄ used PMI and statistis obtained from the web using the AltaVista searhengine, and showed that PMI ahieved higher sores on the TOEFL test than the LSA soresreported by Landauer (but not higher than those ahieved by Rapp). His tehnique is howeverdependent on running a web searh for all the word ombinations one would enounter duringonstrution integration, whih makes it unfeasible for pratial use.One an apply PMI not only at a word level but also at a multiword level. In this ase,I alulate the PMI diretly between the noun phrases enountered during the onstrution-integration proess. This would normally lead to a very sparse dataset, and it is diÆultto �nd a olletion that would provide enough data for perfetly reliable relatedness judg-ments. However, the ontent of the books themselves an serve as a good orpus sine it isguaranteed that we have at least one ourrene for eah noun phrase enountered duringonstrution integration. Additionally, sine I use the books themselves, the problem of topi-al bias of the similarity sores does not apply. Two phrases are onsidered to be o-ourringif they appeared either in the same sentene or in neighboring sentenes. This measure annot be reliably tested other than by integrating it into the onstrution integration proessand evaluate its e�ets on the results. The evaluation of this senario and the results arepresented in setion 5.4.5.3.4. Constrution-Integration based Keyphrase ExtrationThe �nal system works by repeating the following steps:59



� The text is read sentene by sentene. For eah new sentene we onstrut a graphrepresenting the ontent of the working memory, where the nodes are the nounphrases extrated from the original text. We add to this graph all the nodes fromthe short term memory that were arried over from the previous sentene.� An edge is added between all the nodes, reating a fully onneted graph. The weightof eah edge is the semanti relatedness of the onneted nodes as measured bya ombination of the LSA and PMI measures. For the nodes that originate fromthe short term memory, the onnetion weights need to be adjusted to aount formemory deay. Deay a�ets only the phrases that are added from the short termmemory and is a funtion of their distane in terms of number of sentenes sinethe last ourrene. Deay is implemented by dereasing the weight of both theoutgoing and inoming edges by n � � where n is the number of sentenes sine thephrase was last seen. Details about the value of the � parameter and the weightingof the LSA and PMI measures are provided in setion 5.4.� The third step onsists of running the PageRank algorithm on the resulting graph.This step, like the spreading ativation omponent of the onstrution-integrationproess, establishes the ativation level or the importane of eah phrase within thegraph.� One the ranks are stabilized, the k highest ranked phrases are seleted and plaedin the short term memory. See setion 5.4 on details about the value of k .� Read the next sentene and go bak to step one.Although I intend to rely primarily on the onstrution-integration based method to providea feature that an be used in a supervised indexing or keyphrase extration method, it an bealso used diretly as an extration tehnique. As I already suggested in Setion 5.3, I believethere is a orrelation between how long a phrase is kept in the short term memory and itslikelihood of being a good keyphrase. My extration method, therefore, works by extrating60



the top k phrases ordered by the number of iterations they were present in the short termmemory. Similarly to the unsupervised experiments desribed in Setion 4.2, k is de�nedas 0.5% of the number of words in the book. This allows to evaluate the performane ofthe system with various values for the parameters ontroling the extration proess, suh asdeay fator, short term memory size and the weight of the PMI measure.The presented onstrution-integration inspired keyphrase extration method is novel inthat it takes keyphrase extration beyond frequeny-based analysis, and moves it to a semantilevel. Although there are a number of hanges that I made to the theoretial frameworkof onstrution-integration as it was suggested originally by Kintsh, the resulting methodmaintains some of the most important and relevant apabilities of the onstrution-integrationtheory. Word identi�ation and disambiguation is inherently part of the system, just as inthe original onstrution-integration theory. The oherene of the text is maintained viathe use of the short term memory bu�er. Although pronominal anaphora resolution is notsolved, the system performs to a ertain degree nominal anaphora resolution. Going bakto our �rst example paragraph regarding "applianes" and "eletri iron," one the textmentioned mentioned "eletri iron," later referenes as "appliane" will be semantiallylinked to "eletri iron" and reeive ativation values.I onsider onstrution-integration as one of the most important tools in resolving theissue of index entries that have a frequeny of one. As I show in hapter 6.1, a signi�antfration of the index entries in a a bak of the book index appear only one in the text. In thease of the onstrution-integration method, as long as the noun phrases are still relevant tothe ontext, they are maintained in the short term memory and onsequently have a higherprobability of being seleted as a keyword.5.4. Parameter TuningThere are several parameters that ontrol the onstrution-integration proess. These in-lude the two parameters losely onneted to the funtioning of the onstrution-integration61
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Figure 5.6: Change in the performane of the onstrution-integration keyphrase extrationmethod for di�erent values of the deay fator. The short term memory apaity set to 10.Note that the values of the X axis are not drawn to sale.proess, namely the short term memory size and the deay fator. There is also a third pa-rameter that ontrols the way the two soures of semanti memory are ombined, namelythe ratio of the weight of the PMI based relatedness versus the LSA based one.Using the onstrution-integration proess diretly as a keyphrase extration method, andan evaluation tehnique analogous to the one presented in Setion 4.2 for the unsupervisedkeyphrase extration, we an �ne tune the parameters that ontrol the proess. For thispurpose a development set onsisting of 10 randomly seleted douments from the UCPressorpus is used. The performane of the extration system using a given set of parameters istreated as an evaluation funtion, or in other words as a general indiation of "goodness" ofthe seleted parameter values.The parameters are real valued, therefore we an not do an exhaustive searh on the spaeof possible values. A possible solution would be to use a geneti algorithm with the keyphraseextration method as an evaluation funtion - however due to the omputational omplexityof the evaluation of a single individual (set of values), this is not feasible. Therefore I settledon a brute fore solution that aomplishes an exhaustive searh on the parameter spae.62
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Figure 5.7: Change in the performane of the onstrution-integration keyphrase extrationmethod for di�erent values of the short term memory apaity. The deay fator set to 0.1.Note that the values of the X axis are not drawn to sale.First we attempt to optimize the short term memory size and the deay fator. One theseare optimized, we searh for the best value of the semanti memory weight. We evaluatethe keyphrase extration system for all the pairs of (shortsize; deay) parameters, whereshortsize represents the number of phrases maintained in short term memory, shortsize 2f 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 g and deay 2f0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15,0.2, 0.25, 0.6 g. For these evaluations I used only the LSA omponent of the semantirelatedness alulation. The best pair of values was found to be (10; 0:1) for the short termmemory apaity and the deay fator respetively. Figure 5.6 shows how the performaneof the system is a�eted by hanging the deay fator. The performane graph shows alear monotoni inrease until it reahes it's peak at the value of 0.1, after whih it dropsonsistently. The onsisteny seen in the hange of performane is also an indiation thatthe exhaustive searh is a feasible solution.Figure 5.7 shows the performane of the system for various short term memory sizes. It isworth noting that the optimal size of the short term memory is onsistent with experimentalresults from ognitive psyhology. George Miller in 1956 [37℄ �rst proposed the theory of the63
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Figure 5.8: Change in the performane of the onstrution-integration keyphrase extrationmethod for di�erent values of the weight of the point-wise mutual information based relat-edness measure. The short term memory apaity and the deay fator set to 10 and 0.1,respetively. Note that the values of the X axis are not drawn to sale."magial number seven" whih states that the apaity of the short term memory is 7 � 2"hunks" (or entities, suh as words, numbers, et.). Although this theory is still somewhatontroversial, and several studies in psyholinguisti researh showed that the apaity alsodepends on how muh information overlap there is among the words, the length of the wordsand other fators, it seems as a reasonably well aepted onsensus that the Miller theory isa good approximation. The graphi shows that the system reahes the highest performanewhen the size of the short term memory varies between 6 and 10, and in this range thedi�erene in performane is very small, whih is onsistent with the Miller theory.The weight � of the PMI relatedness measure in the strength of the semanti onne-tions was determined one the values of the deay fator and the short term memory apa-ity were established with the help of a system using only LSA weights. Using the optimal(shortsize; deay) = (10; 0:1) on�guration, I analysed the system performane with vari-ous � 2 f0:001; 0:01; 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 0:9; 1g. The best value was found tobe � = 0:7, as shown in �gure 5.8. The addition of the PMI relatedness measure brought a64



relative inrease in preision of 7:45% (1:16% in absolute terms) as ompared to using onlyLSA.5.5. ResultsI evaluated the �nal onstrution-integration system on 30 randomly seleted doumentsfrom the UCPress orpus. These douments were also used later in the evaluation of thesupervised system. This test set is di�erent from the development set used to �ne tune thesystem parameters. I ompare the performane of the onstrution integration system to atf*idf based ranking method. For the idf omponent I used doument frequenies from theBritish National Corpus (BNC). Note that similar to the input for the onstrution-integrationmethod, the andidate extration for the tf*idf method is also based on noun phrase hunking.The results are presented in table 5.1. The performane of the system is shown bothfor the short index (the head of the index entries) as well as for the full index (the fullreonstruted index entries). All the presented results are maro sores, whih means thatthe presented sore is the average of the performane of the respetive systems ahieved onindividual books. As I disussed in setion 3.5.4, a noun phrase based andidate extrationmethod leads to a higher preision but lower reall system (see table 3.2). Therefore it isnot surprising that the tf*idf method ahieves a reasonably good performane in this setting.For the long index entries the tf*idf ahieved an F-sore of 14.89% and for the short entries18.98%, slightly outperforming the onstrution integration method. The fat that theonstrution-integration method ahieved a lower preision than the tf*idf based extrationmethod is mostly due to the tendeny of the onstrution-integration method to extratoverly general terms. Consider the example of the word "village" in a histori monographdisussing life in Tokugawa period rural Japan. The onept of a village plays a entral rolethroughout the book therefore it is extrated as an important keyword, whereas it is toogeneral to be inluded in the bak of the book index. The tf*idf method due to the e�etsof the doument frequeny information is apable of eliminating suh overly general entries.65



The strength of the onstrution-integration method does not lie solely in its apabilityto at individually as a keyphrase extration method but in its potential as a feature in asupervised system. When used in a supervised setting with a multitude of additional features,suh as term and doument frequeny, the problem of extrating overly general entries anbe easily avoided by the mahine learning algorithm. The reason why I believe the onstru-tion integration method is an important asset in a supervised setting is that it provides analternative measure of the relevane of the keyword andidates whih is relatively orthogonalto the relevane as measured by the tf*idf weighting. One indiation of the orthogonality isthe relatively low overlap between the index entries extrated by the two methods from thebooks of the test set. The overlap between the generated indexes is 68.5%.Although the urrent implementation of the onstrution-integration based keyphraseextration method suessfully aptures some aspets of human ognition, it is by no meansomplete. There are numerous possible improvements to the urrent model that an providea better approximation of the omprehension proess. For instane the model does noturrently take into aount the syntati struture of the text. The syntati lues ouldprovide invaluable information that ould be translated into a better way to link the omponentphrases. Linguisti information suh as verb frames is another possible soure of improvementfor the struture of the propositional networks. A better handling of the pronouns ould helpthe system aount for pronominal anaphora.The urrent model ould also be extended to aount for the marostruture generation,whih in turn would provide a way to summarize very large douments. One possible way toreate suh an extension would be to build on Kintsh's work [22℄, where he used a derivationof the onstrution integration theory whih works on a sentene level. In his model Kintshbuilds a graph with the sentenes as nodes and edges onneting them weighted by their LSAbased relatedness sores. By applying a entrality measure on this graph the most importantsentenes an be identi�ed and used as an extrative summary.66



Short index Full indexPreision Reall F-sore Preision Reall F-sore15.49% 19.03% 17.08% 11.84% 13.70% 12.70%Table 5.1: Performane of the Constrution-Integration based method on the UCPress testorpus.
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CHAPTER 6SUPERVISED KEYPHRASE EXTRACTIONThis researh is foused on two ruial aspets of indexing and keyphrase extration:resoure requirements and auray. Resoure requirements determine the amount of e�ortneeded to apply automated indexing on a new orpus or a new language. Porting an existingsystem to a new orpus may prove to be umbersome, if the system makes extensive useof tools that may not be available in a di�erent language, or data that requires extensivemanual annotation. With the presented unsupervised system I investigated the potential ofa system that does not require manually annotated training data, as well as keeping theresoure requirements low to ensure improved portability.Existing supervised systems proved to provide superior performane when ompared tounsupervised methods (setion 2.1), at the expense of requiring a large amount of trainingdata, whih is manually reated by human annotators. In order to investigate the maximumahievable performane with an automated system, I also propose a supervised method.During the design of this system, portability was onsidered to be of a lesser importane andsomewhat "sari�ed" for inreased performane.My supervised keyphrase extration system follows the general arhiteture presented insetion 3.5. The main di�erene between a supervised and an unsupervised method stands inthe andidate ranking phase. In the ase of the unsupervised method, we used a simple linearombination of the orthogonal features to alulate a single ranking sore. Instead, in thease of the supervised system, a mahine learning omponent is used to provide a ranking ofthe andidates reeting their likelihood of being good index entries. The mahine learningomponent is trained to provide the aforementioned ranking based on the features used inthe unsupervised system as well as novel features that are introdued in this hapter.68



6.1. Training DataFor training and evaluation purposes, I use the UC Press orpus with a random split of10% test and 90% training data. This yields 30 douments in the test orpus and 259douments in the training orpus. To reate the training and test data, all the douments aremerged into a single pool of andidates. This is followed by extrating andidate keywordswith the n-gram extration method (up to a length of four), and alulating the value of eahfeature for eah andidate. The resulting feature vetor is then labeled positive or negative,depending on whether the phrase was found in the index of the orresponding book.In the ase of the unsupervised approah, the system was evaluated on the oarse grainedindex version (short index), based on the reasoning that we are more interested in measuringthe ability of the system to apture important onepts rather than it's ability to identifymore omplex phrases or more �ne grained onepts. In the supervised method, sine Iemploy more sophistiated linguisti and semanti information allowing to attempt to trainthe system to extrat a �ne grained index, all the training instanes are labeled based on the�ne grained index.Extrating all the n-grams from the books with their feature vetors results in a verylarge dataset. In fat, the resulting dataset is unmanageably large for most mahine learningalgorithms. Furthermore, it is an extremely unbalaned dataset, having a ratio of positive andnegative examples of 1 : 675 (table 6.1). Most mahine learning algorithms are unable tolearn from unbalaned datasets. In the ase of suh an unbalaned set the lass probabilityof the negative lass is 0:9985, meaning that a system that learns to always make negativedeisions would be 99:85% aurate.In order to takle the problem of the intratably large and unbalaned dataset, we need todevise ways to redue its size. Preferably this redution should be aomplished by eliminatingthe training instanes that will have the least negative e�et on the usability of the data. We
69



also need to devise ways to "balane" the dataset, or in other words to ensure a more equaldistribution of the negative and the positive examples.The �rst step in reduing the size of the training data is the use of the andidate �l-tering tehniques applied in unsupervised extration (see setion 3.5.1). Namely, we usethe ommonword, stopword and omma �lters to both training and test olletions. Thisresults in a signi�ant redution in the number of negative examples in the training data,from 48,499,870 to 11,496,661 instanes (tables 6.1 and 6.2). The loss in terms of positiveexamples is a relatively modest 7:6%. This �ltering step redues the size of the dataset by76%, and also improves the ratio of the positive:negative examples to 1:173, while keepingthe loss of positive examples minimal.There are several methods proposed in the literature to balane datasets, fousing ontwo main solutions: undersampling and oversampling [58℄. Undersampling [24℄ means theelimination of instanes from the majority lass (in our ase negative examples), whereasoversampling fouses on inreasing the number instanes of the minority lass either byrepliating exat instanes, or reating new instanes by interpolating existing ones. Thisinterpolation tehnique works by adding new instanes with features taking values from thelines in the data spae onneting orresponding features of an example and it's k nearestneighbors [3℄. Aside from the fat that the e�ets of oversampling on the performane of thetrained lassi�ers is hard to predit, it has an additional drawbak of inreasing the size ofthe dataset, whih in this ase is highly undesirable. Therefore, I settled on an undersamplingsolution, namely to randomly eliminate 90% of the negative examples. The undersampling isapplied only to the training set, as no information about the positive and negative examplesis available for the test data.Another way to redue the size of the dataset, spei� to the keyphrase extration prob-lem, is to eliminate low frequeny examples. The intuition behind this solution is that thereis a relation between the frequeny of a term and it's importane in the doument. If a term70



Positive Negative Total Positive:negative ratioAll frequenies 71,853 48,499,870 48,571,723 1:674.98Freq. > 1 40,029 5,494,886 5,534,915 1:137.27Freq. > 2 29,166 2,655,129 2,684,295 1:91.03Table 6.1: Number of training instanes generated from the UC Press dataset.Positive Negative Total Positive:negative ratioAll frequenies 66,349 11,496,661 11,563,010 1:173.27Freq. > 1 31,976 1,464,223 1,496,199 1:45.79Freq. > 2 19,762 726,228 745,990 1:36.74Table 6.2: Number of training instanes generated from the UC Press dataset, using om-monword, stopword and omma �ltering.Positive Negative Total Positive:negative ratioAll frequenies 66,349 1,148,532 1,214,881 1:17.31Freq. > 1 31,976 146,330 178,306 1:4.57Freq. > 2 19,762 72,703 92,465 1:3.67Table 6.3: Number of training instanes generated from the UC Press dataset using om-monword, stopword and omma �ltering and with 90% of negative instanes �ltered out.or a phrase appears only one, it presumably has a high likelihood of not being relevant tothe topi. Therefore I reated version of all datasets where examples with a frequeny of 1and 2 are ignored (shown in all tables). Sine the instanes follow the Zip�an distribution,this method provides a signi�ant redution. Eliminating the instanes that appeared onlyone results in a total redution of 88:6%. The ratio of positive:negative examples improvesto 1 : 137. Unfortunately, suh a �lter also eliminates 44% of the positive examples, whihseriously a�ets the potential reall of an automated system.71



Positive Negative Total Positive:negative ratioAll frequenies without �ltering 7,764 6,157,034 6,164,798 1:793.02All frequenies with �ltering 7,225 1,472,820 1,480,045 1:203.85Freq. > 1 3,604 179,957 183,561 1:49.93Freq. > 2 2,291 90,333 92,624 1:39.42Table 6.4: Number of test instanes generated from the UC Press dataset using ommon-word, stopword and omma �ltering.6.2. FeaturesA ruial step in the development of a supervised system is the hoie of features usedin the training proess. Ideally any property of a word or phrase that is a potential indiatorfor a good keyword should be represented as a feature and inluded in the training and testexamples. Naturally, all the features that were used in the unsupervised system are relevant,and therefore should be inluded in the supervised system as well.Aside from the features developed for the unsupervised method, I introdue a number ofnew attributes. Most of these are not suitable to be used in an unsupervised setting due to thediÆulty in ombining them into a uni�ed relevane sore. This lass of new features inludesthe onstrution-integration based features, a linguisti feature measuring the probability thata phrase with a given part of speeh pattern is a good index entry, and a feature that usesenylopedi information in determining the likelihood that a phrase represents a relevantonept.6.2.1. Features Inherited from the Unsupervised SystemFrom the unsupervised system I reuse both the informativeness and the phraseness fea-tures. The two best performing informativeness measure, the tf*idf and the �2-based infor-mativeness had omparable performane, the �2 method slightly outperforming tf*idf.72



When used in ombination with the �2 informativeness method the �2 phraseness alsoproved to bring a signi�ant inrease in performane, a relative improvement of F measureof 6:12% (see hapter 4.2).I also use the named entity heuristi as implemented in the unsupervised tehnique. Thisis used as a simple binary feature indiating whether a phrase was found to be a named entityor not.6.2.2. Constrution-IntegrationIn setion 5.5 it was showed that the onstrution integration method is relatively orthog-onal to the tf*idf measure and it is apable of apturing keyphrases not deteted by tf*idf.I also showed that onstrution integration has a tendeny to extrat terms that are entralto the topi and relevant for understanding but may be too ommon to be used as an indexentry (e.g., "market" in an eonomi text). In onjuntion with other features suh as termfrequeny, a mahine learning algorithm is expeted to be able to overome this potentialproblem and take full advantage of the potential of the onstrution integration model.I inlude three di�erent onstrution integration based features whih apture slightlydi�erent aspets of the properties of the phrases.� CI shortterm memory frequeny (in the following CI shortterm). This is the featureused in the unsupervised onstrution-integration model. It measures the number ofiterations or sentenes where the phrase was kept in the short term memory whihin turn is seen as an indiation of the phrase importane.� CI normalised shortterm memory frequeny (in the followings CI normalised).The same as the CI shortterm feature, with the sole di�erene that it is normalisedby the frequeny of the phrase. The reasoning behind normalisation is that there issome orrelation between the term frequeny and the CI shortterm sore beause itis likely that a phrase will be kept in the short term memory at least in the iterationfollowing the proessing of the sentene it appeared in. Normalization by frequeny73



allows us to enhane the e�et of the semanti relatedness of the phrase to thesubsequent sentenes - or in other words the degree to whih it is onsidered to bea oherent part of the disourse.� CI maximum sore (in the following CI maxsore) This feature measures the max-imum entrality sore the phrase ahieved throughout the entire book. This anbe thought of as a measure of the importane of the phrase in a smaller oherentsegment of the doument.6.2.3. Syntati FeaturePrevious work has pointed out the importane of syntati features for supervised keyphraseextration [16℄. The onstrution integration model desribed before is already making useof syntati patterns to some extent, through the use of a shallow parser to identify nounphrases. This, however, as shown in setion 3.5.4 leads to a signi�ant redution in reall.For andidates whih are not noun phrases, we don't have any linguisti information. Toaddress this limitation, I introdue a new feature that aptures the parts-of-speeh of thewords omposing a andidate phrase.There are multiple ways to represent suh a feature. The simplest one is to reate a stringfeature onsisting of the onatenation of the part of speeh tags; however, this represen-tation imposes limitations on the mahine learning algorithms that an be used sine manylearning systems are not apable to handle string attributes (e.g. the Multilayer Pereptron).The seond solution is to introdue a binary feature for eah part-of-speeh tag pattern foundin the training and the test data sets; in this ase this is again unaeptable, given the size ofthe douments I work with and the large number of syntati patterns that an be extrated.Instead, I deided on a novel solution whih, rather than using the part-of-speeh patterndiretly, determines the probability of a phrase with a ertain tag pattern to be seleted as akeyphrase. Formally: P (pattern) = C(pattern; positive)C(pattern)74



0,2346 NNP NNP 0,1728 NNP IN NNPS0,2169 NNP IN NNP NNPS 0,1607 NNP NNP NNPS NNP0,2016 NNP FW NNP 0,1358 NNP NNP NN0,1855 NNP NNPS 0,1357 NNP JJ NNP0,1835 NNP FW FW NNP 0,1243 NNPTable 6.5: The ten part of speeh patterns with the highest probability of being seleted asan index entry.
where C(pattern; positive) is the number of distint phrases having the tag pattern patternand being seleted as keyword, and C(pattern) represents the number of distint phraseshaving the tag pattern pattern. This probability is estimated based on the training olletion,and is used as a numeri feature. I refer to this feature as part-of-speeh pattern.As a part of speeh tagger the well known o�-the-shelf Brill tagger [1℄ with the PennTreebank tagset is used [30℄.In hapter 3.3.3I already disussed the di�erent granularities of the bak of the book index.Sine the oarse grained and �ne grained versions ontain phrases signi�antly di�erent bothin terms of length and struture, the part-of-speeh pattern probabilities must be generatedseparately for di�erent granularities.Table 6.5 shows the ten part of speeh patterns with the highest probabilities. For theentire list of patterns see appendix A. The �rst entry is a proper noun onstrut, and it isinteresting to note that ertain patterns have a probability of up to 0:23 of being seleted asa keyword. This is in agreement with my observation regarding the usefulness of the namedentity extration as a feature in unsupervised index generation. The highest probabilitiesbelong to proper noun and noun onstruts. 75



6.2.4. Enylopedi FeatureReent work has suggested the use of domain knowledge to improve the auray ofkeyphrase extration. This is typially done by onsulting a voabulary of plausible keyphrases,usually in the form of a list of subjet headings or a domain spei� thesaurus. The use of avoabulary has the additional bene�t of eliminating the extration of inomplete phrases (e.g."States of Ameria"). In fat, [41℄ reported an 110% F-measure improvement in keyphraseextration when using a domain-spei� thesaurus.In our ase, sine the books an spread several domains, the onstrution and use ofdomain-spei� thesauruses is not plausible, as the advantage of suh resoures is o�set bythe time it usually takes to build them. Instead, I deided to use enylopedi information, asa way to ensure high overage in terms of domains and onepts. I use Wikipedia, whih isthe largest and the fastest growing enylopedia available today, and whose struture has theadditional bene�t of being partiularly useful for the task of keyphrase extration, as desribedbelow.The artile titles in Wikipedia an be onsidered as the entries of a general thesaurus andbe used diretly as a validation set for the andidate phrases.One of the most important features of Wikipedia is the rih set of links that onnetsimportant phrases in an artile to their respetive desriptive artiles. These links are addedmanually by the Wikipedia ontributors, and follow the general guidelines of annotation pro-vided by Wikipedia. These guidelines oinide with the goals of keyphrase extration, thereforethe Wikipedia artiles and their link annotations an be treated as a vast keyword annotatedorpus. Although there is some ontroversy regarding the auray of fatual data in theWikipedia artiles, its reliability is not a onern in this ase, as I do not plan to analyse theontent of the artiles but only the link information.In earlier work, it was already shown that this annotation task an be aurately aom-plished by an automated system [33, 34℄. We an make use of these annotations in two ways.76



On one hand if a phrase was found as a Wikipedia artile title, or as an anhor text in a link,this is a good indiator that the given phrase is well formed, therefore an be used to expandthe general thesaurus ontaining only the artile titles. On the other hand, we an also esti-mate the probability of a term W to be seleted as a keyword in a new doument by ountingthe number of douments where the term was already seleted as a keyword (ount(Dkey ))divided by the total number of douments where the term appeared (ount(DW )). Theseounts are olleted from all the Wikipedia artiles.P (keyword jW ) � ount(Dkey)ount(DW )This probability an be interpreted as \the more often a term was seleted as a keywordamong its total number of ourrenes, the more likely it is that it will be seleted again." Inthe following, I will refer to this feature as Wikipedia keyphraseness or KEness.6.2.5. Additional FeaturesAs mentioned before, some of the phrases that appear throughout the book might not bepreferable as index entries, sine they refer to onepts that are highly spei� to the domainbut too frequent in the book, and therefore should not be extrated as index entries. Thesephrases might have high informativeness sores due to their low doument frequeny and highterm frequeny values. In order to help the mahine learning algorithm identify phrases thatare spread evenly throughout the book, I introdue a new feature, the segment frequenythat segments the book in 10 equal parts, and ounts the number of segments where a givenphrase ours.In hapter 4.2 I disussed the importane of onsidering the length of andidate phrases.In the ase of the unsupervised system, I introdued a method where the set of extratedindex entries is fored to follow the distribution by length of the index entries observed on thetest orpus. In the ase of a supervised system, the mahine learning algorithm is expetedto disover the role of the length of a phrase in its seletion as an index entry. Therefore, I77
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Figure 6.1: Graphial representation of a single pereptron.introdue the phrase length feature whih simply ounts the number of words in a andidatephrase.In addition to the tf*idf feature I also inlude the term frequeny and doument fre-queny separately allowing the mahine learning algorithm to disover its own ombinationof the two features.6.3. Mahine Learning Methods6.3.1. Arti�ial Neural NetworksArti�ial neural networks[39℄ are inspired by observations regarding the human nervoussystem. Like the nervous system is omposed of a network of interonneted neurons, anarti�ial neural network is an interonneted network of pereptrons. A single pereptron isan arti�ial model of a neuron. Like the dendrites of a neuron a pereptron has weightedonnetions to its inputs and produes an output deision based on the strengths of theinputs is reeives. The struture of the pereptron is shown in �gure 6.1.In its basi form, the pereptron lassi�es an instane into one of two possible lassesbased on the input features x1; x2; :::; xn and the weights w1; w2; :::; wn orresponding to eahfeature, as follows: o(x1; x2; :::; xn) = f ( n
∑i=0 wixi)Depending the sign of the output, the given instane is lassi�ed into one of the possiblelasses. The ativation funtion f in the simplest ase stands for the sign funtion78
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1 i f x > 0�1 otherwiseOther alternatives for the ativation funtion f inlude the sigmoidal, the pieewise linearfuntion, et. The hoie of the ativation funtion partially depends on the expeted output(e.g. ontinuous vs. disrete). In neural networks the use of the sigmoidal funtion isustomary.A single pereptron is in fat a weighted linear ombination of the input features. Itrepresents the hyperplane in an n dimensional spae separating the data points representingpositive and negative instanes (see �gure 6.2). This is very similar to the weighted linearombination of features whih was used in the unsupervised evaluation, with the di�erenethat the pereptron is apable of adjusting the weights of the features automatially. Themain drawbak of the pereptron is that it is only apable of learning the lassi�ation oflasses that are linearly separable (see �gure 6.2 for an example of a linearly separable and non-linearly separable lasses). A network of pereptrons organized into a multilayer pereptronis apable of learning more omplex deision surfaes, overoming this de�ieny.79
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Figure 6.3: Shemati representation of a multilayer pereptron.A multilayer pereptron is an interonneted network of pereptrons. I use a feedforwardmultilayer network, whih means that the pereptrons are organized into layers and the outputof eah pereptron in a given layer is onneted to the input of the pereptrons in the followinglayer (see �gure 6.3). In the typial organization, a multilayer pereptron onsists of an inputlayer, where eah pereptron is onneted to eah input feature. The input layer is followedby several hidden layers, and an output layer. The output layer ontains a pereptron for eahpossible lass. When a new instane is presented to the network, the ativation values ofthe pereptrons are propagated through the network, layer by layer. The lass orrespondingto the pereptron in the output layer with the highest ativation is the lass assigned by themultilayer pereptron to the given input vetor.The training of a multilayer pereptron onsists of assigning the proper weights for eahinput of eah pereptron. The most ommon approah for training feedforward multilayerpereptrons is the bakpropagation algorithm[39℄.Multilayer pereptrons are very robust to noisy input data, whih in our ase is highlydesirable. The data is expeted to ontain a onsiderable amount of noise stemming fromthe nature of how we assign positive/negative labels to the training data. Consider theexample of a phrase that was present in the index, whih means that its orrespondingfeature vetor is marked as a positive training instane. All the paraphrases of this phrase80



should ideally be marked positive as well. However, sine we are unable to establish whetherthey are paraphrases or not, they essentially all beome erroneously labeled training instanesor in other words, noise.The input is expeted to onsist of real or disrete valued data. In our ase all the featuresorrespond to this riteria.Although training a multilayer pereptron is relatively time-onsuming, the evaluation oftest instanes is really fast. One of the problems of the method is that the resulting trainednetwork is not human readable, therefore we an not draw any onlusions regarding themehanisms that are most important in determining whether a phrase is a good index entryor not.In these experiments I use a multilayer pereptron with three layers: the �rst layer onsistsof 8, the seond layer of 2 and the output layer of 2 pereptrons. I use the implementationfound in the Weka mahine learning pakage [60, 61℄.6.3.2. Naive Bayes Classi�erThe naive Bayes lassi�er has been suessfully used in earlier supervised keyphrase ex-tration systems, suh as the KEA system [62℄, or Turney's work [54℄. The appeal of theNaive Bayes algorithm is its simpliity and eÆieny.The naive Bayes lassi�er [39℄ is a pratial Bayesian learning method. It is appli-able in learning tasks where eah instane is desribed by a set of attributes (features)(x1; x2; x3; :::xn) and the target funtion takes its values from a �nite set. In our ase this�nite set represents the two lasses C = (positive; negative).All the Bayesian lassi�ers attempt to lassify an instane by determining whih is themost probable target lass given a set of features 0 = argmaxi2C(P (i jx1; x2; x3; :::xn))Using the Bayes theorem, this an be rewritten as81



 0 = argmaxi2C (P (x1; x2; x3; :::xnji)P (i)P (x1; x2; x3; :::xn) )= argmaxi2C (P (x1; x2; x3; :::xnji)P (i))
The probabilities P (x1; x2; x3; :::xnji) and P (i) an be diretly estimated from the trainingdata. The main weakness of this Bayesian method is that it would require an extremely largedataset to provide reliable estimations of these probabilities. The naive Bayes lassi�er solvesthis problem by introduing the simplifying assumption that all features are independent ofeah other. Assuming the independene of features, the probability P (x1; x2; x3; :::xnjj) anbe rewritten as P (x1; x2; x3; :::xnjj) = ∏i=1::n P (xi jj). These probabilities an be estimatedmuh easier. The target lass therefore is alulated as 0 = argmaxj2C (P (j) ∏i=1::nP (xi jj))6.3.3. Deision TreesDeision trees [48, 39℄ are representations where eah node represents a deision based ona feature of an input instane. Eah of these deisions determines whih one of its subtreesis best suitable to �nd the proper lass for the given training instane. A leaf node representsone of the possible target lasses, and the lassi�ation proess entails the propagation of aninstane from the root node to a leaf. An example of a small deision tree is shown in �gure6.4. An example instane having the features (term frequeny=8; doument frequeny=30;keyphraseness=0.9) and the given example deision tree is lassi�ed as a good keyword. Atthe root node, based on the term frequeny the left subtree is seleted, where based on thekeyphraseness test, we reah the leaf node representing a good keyword lass.The most widely used deision tree training algorithms are the ID3 algorithm [48℄ andits suessor C4.5 [39℄. Sine we are planning to examine the deision trees generated for82
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The entropy is a simple measure of the homogeneity of the instanes. Given a set ofinstanes S and  target lasses, the entropy of the olletion is de�ned asEntropy(S) = 
∑i=1 �pi log2 piwhere pi is the proportion of instanes from S that belong to lass i . In ase of a binarylassi�ation the entropy ant assume values between 0 and 1. If all instanes belong to thesame lass, or in other words the data is absolutely homogeneous, the entropy is 0. Theworst entropy is assoiated to datasets where the instanes are equally likely to be in one ofthe target lasses.In order to deide whih feature to use in the next node, whih in turn will determinewhat the resulting split would look like, one possible measure to use is to look at how theentropy of the original set of instanes is related to the entropy of the resulting subsets.This is exatly what information gain does, it is a measure of the hange of entropy. Usingthe earlier notation, let S be a set of instanes of the training data. At the root node Srepresents the entire dataset, at nodes further down the tree it is one of the subsets generatedby the parent node. Let Sj;i bee a split into i = 1; n subsets generated using feature j . Theinformation gain of this split is alulated as the di�erene between the entropy of the originalset and the entropy of the subsets of the split, weighted by their proportion of instanes ofthe original set they ontain.Inf oGain(S; Sj;i) = Entropy(S)� ∑i=1;n jSj;i jjSj Entropy(Sj;i)The training algorithm keeps adding nodes to the tree until at eah leaf ondition theinstanes fall into the same target lass.Deision trees have been suessfully applied to the problem of keyphrase extration byTurney [53, 55℄. One of the main advantages of the deision tree lassi�ation is that itgenerates a human readable representation of the lassi�ation deisions. Unlike in the aseof the neural networks, where the struture of the network and the weights of individual84



onnetions are meaningless to the human observer, the deision tree an be used to identifymehanisms underlying the lassi�ation proess. In Setion 6.6 I will analyse a few deisionsand ases from the deision trees trained for our supervised indexing system.6.3.4. Support Vetor MahinesSupport vetor mahines are a learning mehanism partiularly suitable for learning prob-lems with extremely high number of instanes and features. In reent years, support vetormahines proved to be a very potent mahine learning algorithm in multiple tasks, in partiularin text ategorization, where it outperforms both the Naive Bayes and deision tree basedmethods [19℄.A support vetor lassi�er [15℄ attempts to �nd an optimal separating hyperplane be-tween two lasses. Figure 6.5 ontains an example of a two dimensional data spae. Thelines marked as x; y ; z are all hyperplanes separating the positive and negative lasses. Sup-port vetor lassi�ers selet the separating hyperplane that maximizes the distane from thehyperplane to the nearest data point. This leaves an empty spae between the hyperplaneand the data points, with a maximal width or margin. In �gure 6.5, the line x represents themaximum margin hyperplane and the shaded area represents the margin. The lines y andz show two non-maximum margin separating hyperplanes, whih are plausible solutions forlearning methods that do not optimize the margin, like the pereptron presented in hapter6.3.1.The maximum margin hyperplane separating the two lasses is desribed by the equationxT� + �0 = 0where x represents the feature vetor.The parameters � and �0 are hosen suh that they maximize the size of the margin.Finding these values is a onstrained quadrati optimization problem and there are a numberof eÆient algorithms solving the support vetor mahine training [45℄.85
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Figure 6.5: Maximum margin optimal separating hyperplane (x) and two non-maximum mar-gin separating hyperplanes (y,z).In order to be able to handle the ase of non-separable training data the SVM trainingallows for several data points to lie on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane, �ndingthe optimal solution by maximizing the margin and minimizing the number of the wronglylassi�ed data points and their distane from the hyperplane.Support vetor mahines are also apable of identifying non-linear deision surfaes simplyby hanging the dot produt in the equation with a non-linear kernel funtion.6.4. Training a Supervised Keyphrase Extration SystemAs it was disussed in the hapter on unsupervised keyphrase extration, one of the majordiÆulties in reating an automated keyphrase extration system is to determine how toombine the di�erent features into a �nal sore that allows the ranking of the andidates.An alternative solution is to train a mahine learning method to lassify the instanes basedon the extrated features into two lasses, positive and negative, representing good keywordsand non-informative phrases respetively. 86



In the previous setion I presented a number of mahine learning algorithms, whih werearefully seleted, based on their advantages and disadvantages. I use Neural Networks be-ause of their ability to learn omplex deision surfaes as well as their robustness to noisydata. The Naive Bayes lassi�er was hosen sine previous work in automated keyphraseextration found it to be one of the best performing mahine learning algorithms, and fur-thermore it is omputationally very eÆient to train and evaluate. The deision trees werealso suessfully used in automated keyphrase extration; moreover, the resulting deisiontree is human readable, thus providing a way to get an inside look at the deisions made bythe tree allowing us a better understanding of what makes a good keyword and what needsto be improved. The support vetor mahines are hosen due to their ability to handle largedatasets and their robustness to over�tting.The training data, as desribed in setion 6.1 onsists of 259 books of the UCPressdataset. I used the WEKA o� the shelf mahine learning suite as an implementation for themahine learning algorithms.6.5. EvaluationFor the evaluation I use the standard information retrieval metris: preision, reall, andF-measure. Two di�erent mehanisms are employed for seleting the number of entries in theindex. In the �rst evaluation (ratio-based), I use the same tehnique as in the unsupervisedmethod, namely to extrat a �xed number of andidates for eah book. In this setting, thenumber of extrated keyphrases is a �xed ratio of 0.45% from the number of words in thetext. For instane, if a book has 100,000 words, the index will onsist of 450 entries. Inorder to math the required number of entries, I sort all the andidates in the order of theon�dene sore assigned by the mahine learning algorithm, and onsequently selet the topentries in this ranking. In the seond evaluation (deision-based),I allow the mahine learningalgorithm to deide on the number of keywords to extrat. Thus, in this evaluation, all theandidates labeled as keywords by the learning algorithm will be added to the index.87



Algorithm Ratio based (maro) Deision based (maro)Pre Re. F Pre Re. F10% sampling, no frequeny �lteringMultilayer Pereptron 28.57 28.14 28.35 23.32 33.30 27.43Naive Bayes 15.35 15.00 15.18 10.38 40.20 16.49Deision tree 27.54 27.21 27.37 22.66 34.77 27.44SVM 20.69 20.23 20.46 21.28 30.72 25.1410% sampling, frequeny �ltering (tf>1)Multilayer Pereptron 28.00 27.80 27.90 21.57 34.71 26.61Naive Bayes 19.35 19.42 19.38 19.40 19.72 19.56Deision tree 21.86 22.03 21.94 21.25 23.13 22.15SVM 17.30 17.48 17.39 24.03 17.96 20.5610% sampling, frequeny �ltering (tf>2)Multilayer Pereptron 26.65 26.38 26.52 17.58 37.35 23.91Naive Bayes 17.07 17.71 17.38 20.60 15.31 17.57Deision tree 18.74 19.06 18.90 20.56 18.25 19.33SVM 14.25 14.66 14.46 25.23 13.97 17.98Table 6.6: Evaluation results using the UC Press dataset, with omma, stopword, ommon-word �ltering, and 10% sampling of the negative examples.Both the ratio-based and deision-based sores are maro sores, meaning that the soreswere alulated independently for eah book in the test set, and subsequently averaged.Table 6.6 shows the results of the evaluation for the systems trained on the training datawith the 10% sampling and various frequeny �lterings. Table 6.7 shows the results for thenon-sampled training data. Note that the original training set without any sort of �lteringwas too large to be handled by most of the mahine learning methods, and even for those88



that �nished the results were below any of the other training senarios, therefore those resultsare not inluded.The best results were obtained when training on the 10% sampled data, without anyfrequeny �tlers. This is enouraging, sine it means that the system is apable of extratingthe index entries that had a very low frequeny in the book. All training methods, exept forNaive Bayes, performed better on the sampled data in all the ases. Naive Bayes performedomparably aross the sampled and non-sampled data, but overall it still had the worstperformane among all the mahine learning methods.The best results were obtained using the neural network lassi�ers. Interestingly, theresults obtained when the number of keywords is automatially seleted by the learning method(deision-based) are omparable to those when the number of keywords is seleted a-priori(ratio-based), indiating the ability of the mahine learning algorithm to orretly identify theorret keywords. In the ase of the deision trees and the support vetor mahines, better Fsores were obtained when the system deided upon the number of keywords to be extrated.It is worth noting that the task of reating bak of the book indexes is highly subjetive.Indexes generated by two di�erent human experts are widely di�erent, therefore it is impossiblefor an automated method to ahieve 100% performane when ompared to any given humanexpert. In order to put performane �gures in perspetive, we may look at the inter-annotatoragreement between human indexers as an upper bound of performane. Although I amnot aware of any omprehensive studies for inter-annotator agreement on bak of the bookindexing, we an look at the onsisteny studies that have been arried out on the Medlineorpus [6℄, where an inter-annotator agreement of 48% was found on an indexing task usinga ontrolled voabulary of subjet headings. Note, that a ontrolled voabulary inreasesthe inter-annotator agreement, therefore in a non-ontrolled ase as this researh this valuewould be even less.
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Algorithm Keyword ratio based Deision based miroPre Re. F Pre Re. F Pre Re. Fno sampling, frequeny �ltering (tf>1)Multilayer Pereptron 21.89 22.20 22.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 57.6 7.5 13.3Naive Bayes 19.40 19.53 19.46 21.83 17.99 19.72 20.3 50.3 29.0Deision tree 17.56 17.72 17.64 54.44 5.30 9.66 51.0 13.4 21.2SVM 2.36 2.23 2.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0no sampling, frequeny �ltering (tf>2)Multilayer Pereptron 18.48 19.04 18.75 49.34 4.74 8.66 45.3 16.0 23.7Naive Bayes 17.06 17.67 17.36 23.74 13.53 17.23 22.1 49.1 30.5Deision tree 14.30 14.78 14.53 55.29 4.10 7.64 49.2 13.7 21.4SVM 2.87 2.90 2.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0 0.0 0.0Table 6.7: Evaluation results using the UC Press dataset, with omma, stopword, ommon-word �ltering.In previous work in supervised keyphrase extration Turney [55℄ evaluated a supervised sys-tem on a orpus of journal artiles and reported a preision of 29% and 15% when extrating5 and 15 keyphrases respetively. On a di�erent orpus ontaining only artile abstrats, theunsupervised system of Mihalea [32℄ reported an F-measure of 36.2, surpassing by 2.3% thesupervised system of Hulth [16℄.My evaluation methodology is also very strit. If an extrated index entry is the para-phrase of a gold standard entry, but lexially not idential, it is onsidered to be inorret.Therefore, although the provided preision and reall sores are perfetly usable as a meansof omparing the relative performane of di�erent system, they do not reet aurately theorretness of the extrated as pereived by a human user. Interestingly, Turney [55℄ arriedout an experiments using human experts to provide aeptability judgments for the keywordsextrated by his system, whih in the automated evaluation ahieved a 29% preision. The90



human experts found 80% of the extrated keyphrases "aeptable", meaning that a largeamount of keyphrases were atually orretly identi�ed, but ould not be mathed to, orwere not present in the gold standard set. This observation inspired my evaluation of theautomated indexing system using a human judge, as desribed in setion 7.1. This expertanalysed the output of the supervised keyphrase extration method for two books, and foundthat 42.76% of the keywords were relevant, and 60.06% either relevant or marginally relevant.
6.5.1. Estimating the Performane of Individual FeaturesIn order to assess the quality of the di�erent features, I deided to do an analysis of thetraining data to establish a ranking of the features reeting their ontribution to the perfor-mane of a supervised system. One generally aepted way to establish relative importaneof features is to arry out ablation studies, whih onsists of repeating the training proesswhile leaving out one feature at a time. The di�erene in auray with or without a featureserves as a good general indiation of the ontribution of a partiular feature. Unfortunatelyin our ase ablation studies are not appropriate sine many of the features are not orthogonal(e.g., there is high redundany between the onstrution integration and the informativenessfeatures, as well as among the di�erent versions of the onstrution integration feature). Asa onsequene eliminating a feature entirely is not possible.I thus deided to analyse the importane of individual features using the information gainof the features. Information gain measures the ability of a feature to separate the traininginstanes into the required target lasses (see setion 6.3.3 for a detailed desription of theinformation gain measure).Table 6.8 shows the weight assoiated with eah feature. Perhaps not surprisingly, thefeatures with the highest weight are the linguistially motivated ones, inluding syntatipatterns and the onstrution integration features. The Wikipedia keyphraseness also has ahigh sore. 91



Feature Weightpart-of-speeh pattern 0.022889CI shortterm 0.012959CI maxsore 0.012764CI shortterm normalized 0.011907Wikipedia keyphraseness 0.008862�2 Informativeness 0.006352tf*idf 0.006185term frequeny (tf) 0.004624length of phrase 0.003438within doument frequeny 0.003183named entity heuristi 0.002763�2 Phraseness 0.001615doument frequeny (df) 0.000162Table 6.8: Information gain of features used in supervised bak of the book indexing.6.5.2. Learning CurvesIn order to determine the amount of training data neessary to ahieve the presentedperformane �gures, I onduted an evaluation measuring the performane of the di�erentmahine learning methods using di�erent subsets of the data. As training data I used thedataset with the 10% sampling of the negative examples with no frequeny �tlering. Theresulting learning urves are shown in �gure 6.6.The training set onsists of a total of 1,223,067 instanes. Surprisingly, the learning urveinitially is very steep. Using only 500 instanes, the neural network and the support vetormahine ahieve an f-measure of 21.54% and 17.95% respetively.The Naive Bayes lassi�er and the Support Vetor Mahine are not apable of takingadvantage of the large amount of training data available. Using more than 61.153 instanes92
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Figure 6.6: Learning urve for the di�erent mahine learning algorithms. Note that the valuesof the X axis are not drawn to sale.(5% of the training data) brings only a minor improvement in performane. In ontrast, theneural network lassi�er and the deision tree lassi�er have signi�ant hanges in perfor-mane even above 1.000.000 instanes. The neural network reahes the performane of 28%only at 489.224 instanes (40%). The deision tree reahes its peak performane of 27.37%only when using 100% of the training data. Compared to the perfromane of 26.29% reahedat 50%, this is a modest inrease at the expense of doubling the training data size.6.6. Seletion Rules of the Deision TreeOne the deision tree was trained, analyzing the struture of the tree an help us identifygeneral rules on what onstitutes a good index entry aording to the automated system.The deision tree learned by the system is relatively large, having roughly 900 deisionnodes. A tree this omplex is not omprehensible in its entirety. Instead, we look at thedeision paths that handled the largest number of instanes in the test set, whih orrespondto the most general rules of keyphrase extration.93



For eah of the deision paths, we analyse the auray obtained on the test data. Thethree deision paths with the largest number of instanes for the positive lass (preditingthat a andidate is a keyphrase) are shown in table 6.9.As I established in setion 6.5.1 the feature with the highest information gain is the part-of-speeh pattern probability, therefore it omes as no surprise that this features stands atthe root of the deision tree. Analyzing the deision paths orresponding to the positive lassreveals that the rule �nding the largest number of index entries is onditioned only on thepart of speeh probability and the keyphraseness feature. The auray of this rule is 87%and it aounts for 18:74% of all positive deisions made on the test set.The seond most proli� path deals with the ase of andidates that have a high part-of-speeh pattern probability, but their keyphraseness sore is low. A low keyphraseness soreis also a possible indiation that a given phrase was not de�ned by Wikipedia. In this ase inorder to make a positive deision, the mahine learning algorithm expets the phrase to havea high CI maxsore sore, as well as high �2 informativeness.The path with the third largest overage also take into aount the tf*idf sore and CIshortterm features. Note that in ase of the CI shortterm feature the sores are normalizedper book, a ondition of CI shortterm > 0:016 limits the andidates to roughly 20% of thehighest soring phrases.In the ase of the negative deision paths (table 6.10) the proportion of total instanesovered by a single rule is muh smaller than in the ase of the positive paths. Nonetheless,the deision path with the largest overage stands out by handling 14:4% of the total negativedeisions. This deision essentially states that if a phrase does not have a part of speehpattern with high probability, nor has been found importnat as a phrase in Wikipedia, anddoes not have a high informativeness sore, is most likely to be a wrong andidate. Theauray of this lassi�ation rule is 99:30%.
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instanes orret auray % of total Rules1 3774 3284 87.01% 18.74% POSpattern > 0:06672KEness > 0:4905662 2320 1938 83.53% 11.52% POSpattern > 0:06672KEness <= 0:490566CI maxsore > 0:237305�2 Inf > 0:749423POSpattern > 0:135674df <= 13 578 118 79.58% 2.87% POSpattern <= 0:06672KEness > 0:0418ngram > 13:389206POSpattern > 0:009221�2 Inf > 0:847976CI shortterm > 0:016854Table 6.9: The three deision paths handling the largest number of instanes of the test dataand making positive deisions.As a general onlusion of the analysis of the deision paths, we an state that the twomost instrumental features in the lassi�ation proess are the part of speeh probability andthe keyphraseness.6.7. Comparison with Other SystemsI ompare the performane of the supervised extration method to the Kea keyphraseextration system [12℄, a state-of-the-art algorithm for supervised keyphrase extration. Keauses a Naive Bayes learning algorithm and several features, inluding information theoretifeatures suh as tf*idf and positional features reeting the position of the words with respet95



instanes orret auray % of total Rules1 210363 208905 99.30% 14.41% POSpattern <= 0:06672KEness <= 0:0418ngram <= 14:2438032 8212 7852 95.62% 0.56% POSpattern <= 0:06672KEness <= 0:0418ngram > 14:243803CI shortterm <= 0:0013683 6089 5729 94.09% 0.42% POSpattern <= 0:06672KEness > 0:0418ngram <= 13:389206length <= 2KEness <= 0:365854Table 6.10: The three deision paths handling the largest number of instanes of the testdata and making positive deisions.to the beginning of the text. The Kea system was trained and evaluated on the same datasetas our supervised system.Table 6.11 shows the performane obtained by Kea ompared to the performane of ourautomated method. Sine Kea does not have the ability to automatially determine thenumber of keywords to be extrated, the evaluation is done under the ratio-based setting,and thus for eah method the top 0.45% ranked keywords are extrated.The presented system ahieved an F-sore more than three times of that ahieved by Kea.This signi�ant di�erene is most likely due to a ombination of fators. First, I use a largerset of features, overing a muh larger set of properties of andidates than Kea. Seondly, itseems that a Naive Bayes lassifer is not entirely suitable for the task of automated indexing.96



Algorithm Preision Reall F-measureKea 11.18% 11.48% 11.32%Multilayer Pereptron 28.57% 28.14% 28.35%Nave Bayes 15.35% 15.00% 15.18%J48 Deision tree 27.54% 27.21% 27.37%SVM 20.69% 20.23% 20.46%Table 6.11: Comparison of supervised methods to the state of the art KEA system.Even with this extended feature set, a Naive Bayes lassi�er ahieved only a performane of15.18%, only half of that of the neural network.6.8. Comparative Evaluation of Supervised and Unsupervised MethodsI evaluate the supervised and unsupervised methods on two di�erent test orpora, namelythe Gutenberg orpus and the UCPress orpus. The reason is that both orpora have theirbene�ts as well as drawbaks when it omes to evaluating an automated system. The Guten-berg orpus ontains books that were seleted manually to represent di�erent domains, there-fore it is a balaned orpus. It ontains books both from the humanities and sienes. Sineit is well balaned, I believe it is more suitable to be used as an evaluation orpus for a generalpurpose unsupervised method, than a orpus fousing only on a single domain.Unfortunately, the Gutenberg orpus did not ontain enough information to be split intotraining and test data, therefore I obtained the UCPress orpus, whih ontains 289 dou-ments, but they are all from the humanities. Sine there are great di�erenes among theindexes generated for di�erent domain [23℄, namely humanities douments tend to ontainmore named entities whereas siene books ontain more tehnial terms, the UCPress orpusis not ideal to test general purpose methods.There is a di�erene between the two orpora in terms of indexing style as well. TheUCPress orpus ontains only ontemporary books, whereas due to opyright issues the97



UCPress orpusPreision Reall F-measure�2Inf �2Phrase NEheur 9.70% 9.61% 9.65%tfidf NEheur 8.95% 9.15% 9.05%Neural Network 28.57% 28.14% 28.35%Deision Tree 27.54% 27.21% 27.37%Table 6.12: Fine grained evaluation of supervised and unsupervised methods on the UCPressorpus.Gutenberg orpus predominantly onsists of books written before 1923, many of them beingwritten in the 19th entury.Furthermore, as I desribed in setion 4.2 the unsupervised method was evaluated onthe extration of short index entries (oarse grained index), whereas the supervised methodwas trained to extrat long entries (�ne grained index). Sine the supervised method wastrained on the �ne grained index version, and many of the features, suh as the part of speehpattern are sensible to hange in index granularity, the performane of the two methods mustbe ompared on �ne grained index. Table 6.12 shows the results of the evaluation of severaltop performing supervised and unsupervised methods.On the UCPress test orpus the supervised method ahieves a muh higher performanethan unsupervised methods. The performane of the best supervised method, namely theneural network provides an F-sore 28.35%, three times larger than the best unsupervisedmethod.
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CHAPTER 7AN AUTOMATED BACK OF THE BOOK INDEXING SYSTEMA fully automated bak of the book indexing system has to solve three tasks: extratingthe index entries, generating inversions, and generating page referenes. The �rst task anbe solved by applying the supervised extration method presented in the previous hapters.The system was trained on existing bak of the book indexes and suessfully learned todistinguish useful phrases based on the host of features integrated into the system.Generating page referenes is a trivial problem and onsists of loating the index entriesinside the book.The last unsolved problem is the generation of inversions for the index entries. Inversionsare a means of deomposing index entries and reordering them, suh that they an be moreeasily found by the reader. Consider the example of personal names. I expet personal namesto be listed alphabetially, ordered by last name. Therefore, in an alphabetially ordered indexthe entry "William Shakespeare" is expeted to appear as "Shakespeare, William". As an-other example, onsider the di�erent manifestations of eletriity in a tehnial work, "statieletriity", "atmospheri eletriity". They should be listed as "eletriity, atmospheri","eletriity, stati". Furthermore, sine both "stati" and "atmospheri" are di�erent varia-tions of eletriity, they should be grouped and organized as an hierarhi entry:eletriity:statiatmospheriI devised a simple heuristi for generating inversions. The most informative subphrase ofthe entry is extrated. Informativeness is de�ned as the tf*idf weight of the subphrase. Inorder to avoid unneessary inversions, the omponents of the entry are reordered only when99



the informativeness of one of its subphrases is larger than 0.8 times the informativeness ofthe whole phrase. This threshold value was hosen empirially. One the most informativeomponent is found, it is brought to the beginning of the phrase and the remainder is reorderedand separated by ommas. As an example onsider a phrase of length 4 "w1 w2 w3 w4",where "w2 w3" was found to be the most informative omponent. The inverted index entrythen beomes "w2 w3, w1, w4".One the inversions are omplete, we an reorganize the entries into a hierarhial indexbased on the lead omponent of eah entry.In order to improve the quality of the generated index, I also use the paraphrase �lter(setion 3.5.3) to eliminate index entries that are paraphrases of eah other. This improvessigni�antly the pereived quality of the bak of the book index.For omplete examples of bak of the book indexes generated with this automated systemsee the appendies B and C.7.1. EvaluationThe evaluation methodology introdued for the automated keyphrase extration systemsis perfetly suitable for omparative evaluation of automated systems. However, the result-ing performane sores are hard to interpret and are misleadingly low due to the e�ets ofinter annotator agreement (indexing onsisteny) and the very strit manner of omparingthe generated and gold standard indexes. Essentially there are a number of index entriesextrated by the system whih are marked as inorret beause they appeared in a di�erentmorphologial variation (e.g. plural) in the gold standard index or beause only it's para-phrase was present in the gold standard and the lexial mathing was not able to apture it.Furthermore, the fat that an index entry was not found in the gold standard an also beattributed to the subjetive manner in whih an indexer selets the index entries, and thus itdoes not neessarily mean that the phrase was not important and should not be inluded byanother indexer. 100



To address these problems, following Turney's example [55℄ I devised an evaluation using ahuman expert. I asked a graduate student ompleting the indexing ourse in the Libraries andInformation Sienes department to read two books randomly seleted from the test portionof the UCPress orpus. For these books, the student was provided an index generatedautomatially by the system. The expert was asked to review the extrated index entries oneby one and mark eah entry as "relevant", "marginally relevant" or "irrelevant". Unlike theautomated evaluation, a human expert is not suseptible to the problem of not being able toidentify a paraphrase of a required index.The indexes generated for the two books ontained a total of 594 entries. The expertfound 254 (42.76%) of these relevant, 106 (17.84%) marginally relevant, and 234 (39.39%)irrelevant. It is remarkable that altogether 60.6% of the entries were identi�ed as relevantor marginally relevant - in ontrast with the F-sores measured automatially, that reahedonly around 28%.These sores, however, still do not reet the loss resulting from inter-annotator disagree-ment. Sine there was only a single expert evaluating the indexes, I an not provide auratemeasurements of indexing onsisteny. However, we an analyse the agreement of the hu-man expert with the deisions of the indexer who reated the gold standard index. I olletedthe judgments provided by the human expert for those entries that were present both in ourautomatially extrated index and the gold standard. Reall that these are gold standardentries, therefore supposedly they are all relevant. There were a total of 216 suh entries, ofwhih the indexer found 95 (43.98%) to be relevant, 42 (19.44%) marginally relevant and 79(36.57%) irrelevant. As expeted, the agreement of the human expert with the gold standardis slightly higher than the agreement with our automated system. Nevertheless, the fat thatthe expert found as many as 36% of the gold standard entries to be irrelevant illustrates thesubjetive nature of indexing. The agreement of 44% is onsistent with previous indexingonsisteny studies whih reported an agreement of 48% [6℄.101



An automated bak of the book indexing system has two main appliations. On one handit an be used as a fully automated indexing system, produing the �nal bak of the bookindexing system requiring no further modi�ations. As the expert-based evaluation showed,suh an index would ontains a majority of relevant entries. An automated system ouldalso be used as a tool to help professional indexers in the indexing task by providing themwith index entry suggestions. To assess how useful this system would be in this setting Ialso asked our expert to �ll out a survey regarding the quality of the system. On a saleof 1 (inaurate) to 5 (highly aurate), the expert rated our system 3 (or "moderatelyaurate"). The overage of the system, also on a sale of 1 (low overage) to 5 (highoverage) was found to be 4 (or "reasonable overage"). Most importantly, however, theexpert indiated that suh a system would be useful in real a life indexing situation, and shewould use the automatially generated index as a starting point, eventually re�ning the �nalindex.
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CHAPTER 8CONCLUSIONSIn this dissertation I explored automati tehniques for keyphrase extration from largedouments, and their appliation to the development of an automated bak of the bookindexing system.The �rst researh objetive of the dissertation was to analyse the hallenges asso-iated with keyphrase extration on very large douments and to develop automatedmethods to solve the keyphrase extration problem. In lak of an existing methodol-ogy and test orpus, in order to be able to assess the performane of di�erent keyphraseextration methods I built an evaluation orpus based on books from the Gutenberg digitallibrary, and proposed an evaluation methodology that ompares the extrated keyphrases tothe indexes generated by human professionals. Furthermore, I also prepared a large trainingand test orpus, onsisting of 289 books from the eSholarship repository of the Universityof California Digital libraries, allowing to develop and evaluate supervised methods.I strove to develop methods that optimize both the performane and the resoure require-ments of an automated system. In order to aomplish this, I investigated both unsupervisedmethods, whih are more portable and use only limited external resoures, as well as super-vised methods, whih provide signi�antly better performane at the expense of requiringmanually annotated training data.I presented a general framework for keyphrase extration that distinguishes four separatephases of the proess, namely andidate extration, andidate soring, andidate ranking,and index post-proessing.It was shown that the andidate extration has a profound e�et on the performaneof a keyphrase extration system. Extrating noun phrases as andidates an improve the103



preision to a ertain degree, but restriting the andidate set solely to noun phrases prohibitsthe extration of a signi�ant amount of keyphrases. I found that extrating noun phrasesonly an redue the maximum ahievable reall of an automated system as muh as 55% ,when ompared to the n-gram based method. I also showed that identifying named entitiesis remarkably useful, e.g. in the Gutenberg orpus as muh as 40% of the index entries werein fat named entities.Several pre- and post-�ltering tehniques were proposed whih were found useful in redu-ing the extremely large andidate sets assoiated with large douments. These �lters rangefrom simple heuristis suh as eliminating all andidates that ontain a omma, through theheuristis eliminating all andidates beginning or ending with a stop- or ommon word, to amore sophistiated post �ltering tehnique deteting if two extrated keyphrases are para-phrases of one-another and eliminating the least frequent one. These �lters provided animprovement of 60% of the F-sore with respet to a baseline tf*idf system.The seond researh objetive foused on the analysis of features and their impaton the performane of an automated system. I introdued a number of novel features toahieve a better ranking of andidates. I introdued the �2 based informativeness featurewhih performed slightly better than tf*idf for both the UCPress and Gutenberg orpora.Furthermore, we distinguished between informativeness and phraseness measures, and showedthat using phraseness in an unsupervised system ombined with informativeness featuresimproves the performane.I have also shown that disovering named entities and giving them a higher weight in aombined unsupervised system an improve performane by as muh as 27%.The strongest feature aording to the information gain is the part-of-speeh patternprobability. Although Hulth [16℄ already integrated linguisti features in her work, the wayI use the part of speeh information is unique and allows me to employ mahine learningalgorithms that are not apable of dealing with symboli features.104



I also introdued a onstrution integration based feature. To my best knowledge, it isthe �rst time that a omplex semanti and linguisti analysis is used in keyphrase extration.In terms of information gain the onstrution-integration based features were found to besome of the most powerful, preeded only by the part-of-speeh pattern probability.The presented keyphraseness feature provides a way to use an enylopedia as a thesaurusand it proved to be our third strongest feature in the supervised system, outperforming allthe traditional informativeness features, inluding the tf*idf measure.The third objetive of this thesis was to determine the role played by the availabilityand amount of training data in the performane of a supervised keyphrase extrationsystem. I found that systems using a Neural Network or a Deision Tree as a mahinelearning omponent were able to take full advantage of the inrease in the amount of trainingdata, displaying a steady inrease of performane. Furthermore, both methods proved to bequite eÆient in utilizing the available data. Using only 10% of the training data (roughly25 books) led to a performane only 5% lower than the performane of the system using allavailable data. Overall, the supervised methods were found to be superior to the unsupervisedones. On the UCPress test olletion, the F-sore ahieved by the supervised methods was200% larger than the best unsupervised methods.In relation with other existing keyphrase extration methods and baselines, my best su-pervised system ahieved an F-sore of 28.35%, whih is 240% higher than a baseline tf*idfsystem using the same �ltering and andidate extration tehniques. This supervised systemalso outperfromed the state of the art KEA keyphrase extration system by 150%.The fourth researh objetive was the development of a fully automated bak ofthe book indexing method. I presented a system that both extrats the index entries andgenerates their inversions. A human expert evaluated the index produed by the system, andfound that 60.6% of the extrated entries were relevant or marginally relevant, approahing
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the limits imposed by the inter-annotator agreement, whih is the upper limit of measurableperfromane.As a �nal test of the usefulness and usability of the automated bak of the book indexingsystem, I applied it on the present dissertation. The generated index, with a minor revisiononsisting of the redution of its size, is used as the bak of the book index for this dissertationand is found in appendix D.
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This book was seleted from the Gutenberg orpus as an example of the index generatedfor a tehnial work. As expeted, the overwhelming majority of extrated index entries isomposed of tehnial terms. For this example, paraphrase �ltering of the entries was applied.We also reated inversions of the index entries and organized them into a hierarhial index.aetateaid: gasglaial aeti,dilute sulphuri,itri,sulphuri,arboni,strong,borai,sulphurous,aeti,Chlori,weak,nitri,Seleni,ation:eletrolyti,at a distanediret,aÆnitiesaÆnity
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